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19000 Years Of Peace
and
The Missing Piece...
a shard of truth.
by Raah Psirus Heimdall Kaborn
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An ancient cycle...
known to all cultures in tune with the moon
its secrets long forgotten, remains secreted away
lost in linear time...
Found again as

The Flower of Life in Time
the cycle complete
we are one ~ Earth tribe !
we are many ~ traditions !
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Synopsis
How it was that the Flower of Life in Time came
to be and returned to planet earth?
I first saw the image known today as the Flower
of Life, in what was most likely seen as an
obscure "new age" text back in the 90's, first
published in 1994. The title goes something like
this: "Nothing in this book is true, but it's exactly
how things are".
This book describes, among many other topics, a
variety of the basic geometries that produce,
Seed of life, Tree of life, Fruit of life etc. The
Flower of Life forms the matrix with which the
platonic/perfect solids are born, and when these
are all united together and interlocked, this then
forms the Metatron's cube.
From this I went on to include the visualizations
of geometry in my meditations, activating these
geometries within my chakras, with chants and
specific vowel sounds. During this time I
participated at the Healing sounds intense in
Colorado (www.healingsounds.com).

*relation of musical notes to time cycles*
Then a few years later on were published the
Flower of Life books of Drunvalo, both
monumental books that expand on so many
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levels these Flower of Life teachings, and for me
more meditations followed through studying
these books, particularly did I focus on the
Merkabah geometry, from this practice a great
remembrance
of
ancient
wisdom
and
revelations came to me, as I am sure did with
most kin that read through these books.
I went on from this to become involved with 13
moons of peace movement ( calendar change
advocates - www.lawoftime.org ), which bases
itself on realigning to the 7 day week ( seed of
life / 7 plasmas ) within the proper 28 common
law month, making 13 months of 28 days per
year (+1 day) = 365.
This concept was
introduced to me by the pioneering work of Dr
Jose Arguelles, and his book the Mayan Factor.
* I call the 28 day cycle a "Geometric month" in my
own research

This all eventually led to me starting my own
independent research, and it was from this that
the "Flower of Life in Time" came to be, through
deeply studying the structure of the 19 year
cycle and ratios through time I saw first the ratio
of 7:12 (12 around 7), and then later the ratio of
1:6:12 that unlocked its fractal core, to form a
Cube-Dodecahedron, sharing a common centre,
merged to form the geometry of 19 years. *see
graphic: "Meta 19" on page 12
This research then was paramount in making
possible my 19,000 years study of cycles of time
(with Starcalc prog.), from this place of
understanding time through both the geometric
& organic based systems, I mapped over 1000 of
these 19 years cycle and showed their
fluctuations around the primary 19 years base
formula... *Organic term was developed later
through my long term study of the Mayan Long

count of 1872000 days, and for example
includes the Fibonacci ratio and therefore Phi =
1.618.
*New information coming to light *
In the past few years, there
has been new information
coming to light, utilizing
things like the atomic force
microscopy, image of a
"complex organic molecule"
looking identical to a Fruit of
life was made public.
There are several pages online now showing
photographic evidence, provide many examples
of the Flower of Life in art and architecture
around the planet, the question now being, is
there a place around the planet where the
Flower of Life geometry does not exist ?
see: Traditions that use the 19 year cycle (calendars)
Then more recently
there was also the
nature of micro-tubules
inside neurons within
our bodies, that have
been hypothesized as
"where the quantum
world and the classical
world of space-time
meet". Relating therefore to new theories of the
holographic / fractal structure of our beings, and
the origins of consciousness.
All in all we are seeing a resurgence of epic
proportions !
A Planetary Awakening !
www.infinity-codes.net
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CHAPTER 1

Universal Peace (figures)
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CHAPTER 1

Universal Peace (figures)

What is the value of universal peace ?
Each life is priceless, and infinite in value,
therefore the value of peace, free from war
& destruction, is receiving the gift of infinity
itself. To pass on in peace to future
generations.
For our planet to thrive requires this peace,
that does not end, to manifest, and to this
purpose this book is written.
Peace is the universal goal of all spiritual
paths, and in a state of peace all beings can
live with each other based on the values of:
respect, kindness, caring and community
values of our shared home planet.

it in terms we are used to as a species living
by economic rule.
Take the entire population of the Earth

approx = 7,000,000,000 fellow humans
Take the entire wealth of the Planet, and
divide by the population and the answer is:

the sovereign human being - universal rights

of equality, all born on earth are of the royal
blood line of mother earth, we live in a
divine universe and it is our responsibility to
be guardians of nature and heirs to a clean
and abundant planet, and to make sure the
next generation inherit a planet of equal or
greater sacredness

at least 1 million per person living today, yet
more importantly infinite in potential... when
living in harmony with nature / cosmos / all
peoples / tribes
( money is the scaffolding of a moneyless society,
when equality prevails soon after money will cease to
exist )

This includes all resources, lands, structures,
the continuing value of the living systems of
the earth, of which water is most prized, as
like sunlight we cant live without it.
Based on this value system we can see each
others value far more clearly and gives a
overall goal of an abundant planet for all,
including all other species and the planet
herself.

In terms of amounts, this equation has
always summed it up nicely to me to express
7

Here is a overview taken from a page of my
website that describes the journey we have
been through, self-fulfilling, in regard to
economy / money supply, of which we are
the creator of and its up to us to embody the
change we wish to see in the world.

origins of money - currency created for the
purpose of trade and exchange, and along
the way gets corrupted by the money
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hoarders, accumulating money for the sole
purpose to increase the individual power of
control over others, putting a knot in the
idea of giving back in appreciation to
complete the infinity loop of energy flow in
true community living

an economy of debt - the world as it stands
with vast amounts of debt (both the U.K.
and U.S.A have more debt than the entire
wealth of their economies! ) without the
ability to repay it without borrowing more
money (due to increasing interests rates),
and an unacceptable increasing amount of
lack of the basic necessities of life for most
people of the earth living in poverty, while a
few power hungry elitists get stupidly richer

One fractal earth
in a fractal universe
we are all part of the one
infinity !

transforming the economy - recreating a gift

network of investing in sovereign human
beings, mutually supporting each others
growth into abundance, giving back in
appreciation of the gift shared, not buying it
as an object, gifts are non-taxable income
and therefore more energy is saved, kept at
local level not siphoned off to fill the pockets
of corrupt governments

visions of equality - a planetary culture that
has transcended the need for money as it
has become totally abundant at all levels,
where the most natural thing to do is give
and receive continuously, living in a sacred
world and treating the world in a sacred
manner eternally

8

Its time to change the way our economy works
its time to overwrite the debt based system
and create a gift based real economy in its place
In honour of the abundance of mother earth
if she was allowed and cultivated to flourish
there would be enough for everyone
and then some !
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CHAPTER 2
Shifting Frequencies (ratios)
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CHAPTER 2
Shifting Frequencies (ratios)

How can changing our understanding of
time help us reach universal peace across
our planet ?
The current use of the Gregorian calendar as
standard, as the dominant timing device for
all cultures to interact through trade and
democratic processes etc, does not reflect a
non-biased standpoint, it wholly puts the
Vatican and Catholic church in pole position
on the world stage.

This 19 year cycle is known all across the
planet, really its universally known, yet
seldom is the information shared showing
the similarities between so many cultures
that follow the 19 year cycle, nor do any of
these cultures seem to reveal the secrets
within geometric formula and structure that
this 19 Year cycle produces over time.
see: The Flower of Life in Time (geometry)
and: Traditions that use the 19 year cycle (calendars)

Once the mystery has been revealed
though, one cant unlearn it nor can one
accept the Gregorian programming... ( that
includes, a predisposition to corruption
within the highest levels of governance,
putting the economics before the ecological
consequences )

Yet the calculation for the exact day of the
deeply venerated date of Easter with the
Christian tradition is based on this 19 Year
cycle advocated in this book, and not the
Gregorian year (with its 2 day slippage over
its clumsy 400 year leap-day rule).

We live in the age of atoms, mapping of the
dna, sub-atomic particles going deeper into
the microscopic level with each passing day,
and also the age of our spying into the
farthest reaches of countless galaxies on the
macroscopic level... using the most current
and accurate science and devices we have
to hand...

An honest look at the worldwide standard year
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The geo-metric proportion of the 19 year
cycle and its accuracy is wholly missing from
the Gregorian calendar, and instead we
have settled for an approximation, with its
irregular pattern of months, that, even
though they come for originally following
the moon, they no longer do. Instead they
try to keep track of the solar year, only
without any regard to the days of the week,
the result is considered good enough by
anyone who has not studied the mysteries.

Most scientists are happy to announce they
don't need a more accurate calendar as they
using the radioactive reactions of a caesium
atom to measure tiny amounts of time, yet
this is just a fancy way to keep the errors in
check that the Gregorian produces, they are
just treating the symptoms, not going to the
www.infinity-codes.net
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root cause, a really badly thought out
calendar, that has its sole origins in the
foundations of Rome.

Without the blessings of the Pope no
change can be made to the world calendar,
is that democratic ? Surely not.

Of course those that wish to follow the
tradition of this Roman calendar are free to
do so, but it should not be the standard for
the world, if for instance the idea is for us to
be living in a potentially democratic world
based on the most advanced and accurate
scientific understandings.

Behind closed doors all religions use these
geometries and hidden teachings to further
the spread of their teachings, while the
majority of the population are supposedly
left wondering. Is their a hidden mystery
waiting to be remembered? The result of
hoarding secrets within vast vaults under
lock and key.

The most common naturally developed
timing system is the 19 year cycle ( * the
most ancient record of its existence going
back millennia ), whereas the Gregorian
became used due to the expansion of the
Roman empire, and only became known in
its current form in 1582.

It does not benefit international peace
between spiritual faiths, when the Vatican
system in fact has a veto position on time.
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The key natural values that the 19 year cycle
represents, is about living in harmony with
the natural cycles, a return to balance
between woman and man, sun and moon.
The Gregorian corruption of the time lines,
of double standards, hidden teachings only
known to the select few, is ending... because
you see "they" know of these teachings, as
they would not incorporate them into all of
their architectures and manuscripts without
reason... its all hidden in plain sight as that is
part of their ritual to put it under our noses,
yet pretend its all mumbo jumbo.

Unless we are all meant to be happily
maintaining this system of hierarchically
dominant, masculine top-down ruled
calendar institution...
Its quite obvious from all the evidence that
this is not the wish of the majority of people
of the planet, unless the belief / illusion is we
live on planet Vatican, which by all
measurements we don't, there a multitude
of traditions, a Rainbow tribe.

this Sin being a symptom of the historical
separation from nature, that these false
religious institutions have promoted for
centuries, dishonouring the goddess all the
while ( they hung the last witch at the
beginning of the last century, here in
Scotland ).

The false age of hypocrisy shall be seen for
what it is a fraud, and the truth shall set us
free !
Time shall unfold its true flower to us all :-)

If we leave it to the major religions to
contemplate the deeper mysteries, leave it to
the priests to commune with the divine, we
are left in the position of being lowly sinners,
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graphics = Meta 19, or Cube-Dodecahedron, merged 12 sided with 6 sided plus 1 center = 12:6:1 = 19
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CHAPTER 3
The Flower of Life in Time (geometry)
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CHAPTER 3
The Flower of Life in Time (geometry)
meaning of the word:
Geo-metry ( Earth-measure )
Before I delve into how I came to realise the
deeper geometric structure of the 19 year
cycle, I feel its worth going over a brief
overview of geometry, in the many
traditions of our planet.
I will be expressing this from a place of
seeing the similarities between traditions,
and their unique ways of representing
geometry.
In all traditions the use geometry is to
represent the divine in nature/creation, via a
set of archetypes, and their relations to each
other.
Though their is some difference in how this
is interpreted between traditions, grouping
the geometries together by number we can
see how they all fit together in a progressive
sequence.
0. Zero, the space between
atoms, the so called void.
From which birth takes place,
the universal Cosmic egg, the
center which is everywhere
at once, yet simultaneously
contained, within the womb
14

of the all mother universe, the now moment,
the ultimate sphere. All that is. ~OM~
1. One, the spiral thread which
connects the All together, in
ratio therefore proportion. Each
manifestation
occurring
in
relative position, to the next,
and one before it: 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5,
8, 13, ... for example here
symbolized by the Fibonacci ratio.
Here we can see the pine
cone outside the Vatican St
Peter Square, in which the
ratio of the Fibonacci can
be found.
2. Two, the Vesica Pisces,
cell division, sacred genesis
begins, goddess of fertility,
from dark to light. The
Cosmic birth canal.
Also visible at Glastonbury
well, and found around Jesus
figures in stained glass
windows. At its center a
diamond can be drawn, *see
next Chapter.
3. Three, the holy trinity,
Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva, the
Triple Goddess spiral, Father,
Son, and Holy spirit. The
mind, emotions, and body.

Here is an example of it
found within the sacred
site of Newgrange, in
Ireland. *One of the keys
to unlocking the Flower of
Life in Time.
4. Four, the grand square,
universal Cross, crossroads,
North, East, West, South,
Horus, Ra, Atum, Osiris. The 4
seasons, or 4 armed swastika.
Earth, water, air & fire. Birth,
life, death & rebirth. Pyramid Base.
Here the swastika can
be seen at the Heart of
a Buddhist wheel, the 8
fold path, removing all
negative obscurations.
Can also be understood
via 4 year leap-day
cycle. * see Diamond matrix.
5. Five, the Pentagram,
magical protection, found in
the synodic Venus cycle,
produces Phi ratio 1.618, and
angles 72 & 108. The 5th
element, spirit / consciousness, balanced by the 4.
Here it is in the ancient
Chinese 5 element system.
Fire, earth, metal, water &
wood, in which they
www.infinity-codes.net
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connect with these 5 major organs of the
body: Heart, spleen, lungs, kidneys & liver.

Freya's-day (Venus), Saturn's-day (Saturn),
and Sun's-day (Sun).

6. Six, the Hexagon, basis of
the Flower of Life matrix,
through Seed of Life ( 6+1
days genesis of creation ).
The matrix from which the
Perfect solids are created.

To each number there is a natural resonance
to either an aspect or facet of our Time and
Space continuum... most traditions follow
several if not all of these teachings listed.
However the mysteries can only be said to
be complete when all teachings and
wisdoms merge as one.

Here we can see it in the
complete form, known as
the Metatron's Cube,
where all geometries are
merged as one:
Tetra-hedron (4-sided),
Cube (6, Hexa-hedron),
Octa-hedron (8), Dodecahedron (12) & Icosa-hedron (20).
7. Seven, the length of one
work week, the heptagon,
alchemical process of Lead
to Gold. The 5 visible
planets plus Sun & Moon.
Atomic
weight
origins
order the elemental lines
traced within the geometry. * see website
In the Jewish tradition they use
the 7 branched Candlestick,
also related to the days of the
week and honouring the 7th
day, called Sabbath.
A.k.a: Moon's-day (Moon), Tiw's-day (Mars),
Woden's-day (Mercury), Thor's-day (Jupiter),
15

Personally I feel this reveals the reality in
which we live in as a grand mysterium,
opening up in a variety of ways, access to
the universal language which geometry and
ratios speaks.
To make a further point I shall briefly go over
the widespread use of these geometries and
ratios in architecture in all walks of life: for
example the religious, political and secular
aspects of society.
This is St. Peter's Square in
the Vatican city. Viewed
from over head it can be
seen to be designed in the
8-fold geometry. Central
head quarters of the
Catholic faith
Here we have the Pentagon in
Virginia. It has a very apparent
pentagonal shape. Central head
quarters of the US military
industrial complex.

Looking now at the
Kabah in Mecca, its
design is based on the
6-sided Cube. Central
head quarters for the
Muslim faith
In the design of the
Greek Pantheon the
Fibonacci can be seen
to be a key to the
foundations of its
proportions.
Mosque, Synagogue, Church or Temple...
which tradition does not use natural or
geometric designs in their monuments?
And it doesn't stop their the design of Key
capital cities can also be shown to having
geometric origins, and ratios built into their
position, and therefore proportions of their
planning... but i've made my point already.
If you would like to explore more about this
subject here are a few external links going
into more detail:
Links:
The Code - Carl Munck (dvd set)
Magical Egypt - John Anthony West
Secrets in Plain Sight - Scott Onstott
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original Roman calendar began with 1st month of March, reason for current leap day as Feb. 29th, and March 21st fixed as equinox...
March 1st remains exactly 4 x 28 days from the Summer Solstice...
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* i've underlined start dates of various "calendars" that can all be seen to be multiples of 7-day weeks apart / i.e. variations on a theme *
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fine tuning our time-space continuum...
Mercury synodic cycle 115.864 x π (3.1416) = 364 days (+1) = 365 whole days
18
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As standard the 19 years cycle is made up of
years of 12 and 13 lunations, and in whole
days these are rounded to 354 and 384.
This can therefore be expressed like this as a
formula:
( 19 x 365 ) = 6935

(12 x 354) + (6 x 384) + (1 x 383) = 6935
Through this discovery I then went ahead
and changed the graphic in the
presentation so that it then appeared like
this:

The Flower of Life in Time
It was during my studies of geometry and
the cycles of time, that I started to find
patterns that were not in any of the books I
was reading, nor mentioned as remnants of
the ancient wisdom.
My first clue, to begin to unravel the Flower
of Life in Time, was while studying the
"Metonic" cycles in preparation for a talk I
was giving on Natural Time.
This was the first edition of the graphic,
where I chose to show the 7 years of 13
lunations at the center and the 12 years of
12 lunations around them.
19

This ratio of 7:12 can be found throughout
the remaining records of cultures that used
the 19 year cycle.
see: Traditions that use the 19 year cycle (calendars)

Yet in order to align the 19 year cycle within
a greater sequence of inter-locking time
codes including leap-days, it become
apparent that there was something more to
the 7 years of 13 lunations.
The 19 year cycle formula had to match up
with the standard 19 earth years of 365 days
( = 6935 days ), as it is from this foundation
that the leap days are added.
Therefore, when expressing the full 19 year
cycle formula, one of the 7 years of 13
lunations has to have 1 day removed.

The graphic now appeared to me as more
symmetrical and with the central 7 years of
13 lunations now appearing in a ratio of 1:6
www.infinity-codes.net
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I immediately felt the connection with 7 days
of creation, or 1 alchemical week.

(1:6:6), which make up the background the
the Metatron's cube of pure space geometry.

In the cycle of growth of a Tree it starts from
the Seed....

As mentioned previously it is from this
geometry of the Seed of Life is born ( 1 circle
with 6 around ). So without hesitation I
began to contemplate was there a
connection between this cycle and the
standard Flower of Life.

Yet I was here seeing that there could be a
connection between the geometries of
space and the cycles of time, and so with my
already existing work the 13 moon system,
in which my native land were connected
with 13 trees of the Druids. I renamed the
2nd stage to the Tree of Life in Time ( not to
be confused with the standard Cabalistic
Tree ).

Which then grows into the Tree...

Usually it appears like this with the petals
filling the whole image:

20

As it does in time, so it does in space, as
above so below.
Therefore, I was already starting to see a
fully alternative system to the ones I had
read about in books,
relating to my
discoveries relating to Time geometries

After the stages of Seed (7) and Tree (13),
the natural next stage is therefore the
Flower (19).

Yet as it started to appear to me this full
petaled version was missing some stages of
development.
Usually after the 7 circles of the Seed of Life
(1:6), next is the 13 circles of the Fruit of Life

The Tree then produces Flowers, and part of
this process seeds are released, from which
grow more Trees. and the cycles repeats,...

Tree of Life in Time (13x28)+1

1+6=7
1 + 6 + 6 = 13
1 + 6 + 6 + 6 = 19
www.infinity-codes.net
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Seed (7)

Life (left), and the Flower of Life in Time
(right).

Tree (13)
The Flower of Life in Time is unique in as
much as I haven't seen this particular
configuration anywhere else, and certainly
haven't seen the connection between it and
the so called "Metonic" cycle.

Flower (19)

And hence forth I began to call this
geometric pattern of 19 inter-locking circles /
or years, back in around the year 2000, as
the Flower of Life in Time.
Here they are together to show the
comparison between the standard Flower of
21

It is my professional opinion that this 19 year
cycle, Flower of Life in Time, is a major key or
missing piece of ancient wisdom, which
connects together the majority of cultures
and traditions around the world, either
through their use of the 19 year cycle or
their incorporation of the Flower of Life
motive in their architecture.
Literally it was later to become one of the
main keys to fractal time/space and codes of
Infinity, for further information or another
look at these cycles in terms of further
mathematics, formula and more graphics
see the links below.
Links:

It was the Flower of Life in Time that inspired
me to have a look again at many other
aspects of the work I was doing as well as
empowering me to always question what I
was reading, as is the way with true science.
If it was not for those great masters that
have come before me, both feminine and
masculine, I would not have had the footing
to begin this investigation, as many of the
ancient records have been destroyed
throughout history.
Yet through my investigations I was finding
new things not yet spoken of and this was
and continues to be a great honour.

"We all stand on the shoulders of giants"

19-year-flower
flower-of-life-in-time
* The next page is an overview of the key information
from the 2 links above *
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CHAPTER 4
HOLY GRAIL TIME SCIENCE of the DIAMOND MATRIX
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CHAPTER 4
Holy Grail Time Science (diamond matrix)

The form holds the Space for spirit to
manifest in Time, both are holy, and cannot
exist without the other.

by 400. *Centuries divisible by 400 = leap
century.

the origins from which the Gregorian was
generated.

* It also happens to be close to the average age that
all empires of history have lasted...

Before it became known as the Gregorian
calendar in 1582, it was called the Julian
calendar, which began right after Rome
conquered Egypt in 47BC.

It can be described with the formula:
* R = regular / L = leap
* (3R+1L) = (3x365)+366 = 1,461 days
* (+4R) = (4x365) = 1,460 days
((3R+1L) x25)) + ((3R+1L) x24 (+4R)) + ((3R+1L) x24
(+4R)) + ((3R+1L) x24 (+4R)) = 146,097 days

The Egyptian calendar is based on the
formula of the interaction of the calendar
year of 365 days and the Heliacal rising of
Sirius 365.25 days.
This interaction can be described as:
* (3R+1L) = (3x365)+366 = 1,461 days

From the previous foundation of the Flower
of Life in Time, I began to look for further
examples of time geometries inherent in
cycles of time and space.
At the time I was also investigating the
origins of the current leap-day system, which
is also fixated on using the Gregorian way
like the calendar.
The Gregorian calendar leap-day system
lasts 400 years, and it takes the standard
leap-day cycle of 4 years, and extends this
over 4 centuries by missing 3 leap-days, 1
per century in centuries that aren't divisible
24

It is a very complicated way of fitting the
natural cycles of time into the neat and tidy
decades, or base 10 time keeping.
Also over the 400 years that it lasts, it creates
a variation to the 'real-time' day by 2.5 days.
Which begs the question? Is it today,
yesterday or tomorrow? We can't say for
sure with the current leap-day system in
place.
Which is to say it isn't that accurate. Yet it is
accepted along with the Gregorian calendar
as good enough, and its left at that.
When I started looking into alternative leapdays system, the first I place I looked was to

(3R+1L) x 365 = 533,265 days

For the Sirius year this is:
1,460 x 365.25 = 533,265 days

* Over the approx 1 and a half centuries it lasts, there
could have been 1 or 2 extra days required at the end
of the cycle to realign it perfectly.
*365.25 days very closely matches the sidereal /
zodiac based year = 365.256

Other researchers insist that the Egyptians
didn't know about leap-days and that the
leap-day was an invention of the Romans.
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However I maintain that their accuracy with
time was just as advanced as their accuracy
with space architectures, one just has to
have a good look at the Great pyramids to
see enough evidence of this.

researchers, however the cycles speak for
themselves, as this number 550,420 is also
29 x 18980 days, or 29 so called Mayan
"calendar rounds".
* This calendar round is the combination of the cycles
of 260 and 365, as 260 x 73 = 52 x 365 = 18980 days

would have noticed the pattern of which I
am speaking, they wouldn't have just
plucked them out of thin air that's for sure...
*550,420 / 1507 = 365.242203052 days is the exact
year length created by following the Mayan way of
time, and is a perfect example of ancient advanced
time keeping

Pyramid Valknut
Further evidence to back up what I am
saying exists when the Mayan system is also
taking into consideration.
The Mayan version of the leap-day lasts
550,420 days, and can be describe as:
* (3R+1L) = (3x365)+366 = 1,461 days
* (4R+1L) = (4x365)+366 = 1,826 days
(3R+1L) x 318 + (4R+1L) x 47 = 550,420 days

This includes a 5 year leap-day cycle, again
not much said about this by other
25

~ 13x20=260 star temple ~

It is quite obvious to me that all ancient
cultures with accurate architecture also had
accurate time systems, as all of their
calendars are based on naked eye
observations of 'real-time' events taking
place, and if ever their sacred alignments /
events arrived 1 day late, they would know
its time for a leap-day.
After thousands of years of meticulous
records of this kind of time-keeping, they

While pondering how to map these vast
cycles of time using geometry I started
working with the models above, created by
using 1 circle per year, and placing the leapyear at the centre.
It has a tetrahedral structure or can also
been seen to be 4 sided, one for each year,
the central year including the leap-day...
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It was during investigating of other leap-day
cycles and while starting my long-term study
of the vast cycles of precession and shift of
perihelion, that I found what would be
another Key geometry, like the Flower of Life
in Time in unlocking fractal time/space. ( see
next chapter for more details on the vaster
cycles... )
In my search for the perfect geometry to
represent the leap-day, the cycle that I've
found most useful is the 33 year cycle of the
Persians.
The Persian version of the leap-day cycle can
be described thus:
* (3R+1L) = (3x365)+366 = 1,461 days
8x (3R+1L) +365 = 12,053 days
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It is a very elegant formula, and its shortness
also means its a cycle we can experience
within our lifetimes.
Here is the geometry that is created by
merging all of the > 8x (3R+1L) < or 8 cycles
of 4 years, where every 4th year is a leapyear (+33rd regular year at the center).
The result produces what I have named the
Diamond matrix.
*The Diamond matrix describes what I feel is the
most harmonic relationship to the leap-day sequence
over 20,000 years.

The Persian people (of ancient Iran) at this
time, indeed the whole area of the Middle
East or Mesopotamia, are all in our
awareness right now as it is an area where
great conflicts have taken place, yet Peace
truly has not been reached for far too many
souls. It is where many great conflicts of
religion have occurred in the past, and now,
and in the years since the millennium this
has become exaggerated beyond all
previous levels of insanity.
In fact it has been at the center of too many
conflicts to list here {list of conflicts},
including of which are the crusades, where
items like the Ark of the Covenant and Holy
Grail were caught up in the middle with.
What would happen if it turned out that the
temples, holy tablets, and sacred items were
alluding to master codes to reveal the
secrets of time and space?
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It is my opinion that this 33 year cycle is
based on Holy Grail Time Science. This can
be understood through the Diamond shape
and its relationship to the Vesica Pisces
mentioned in the geometry section.
Here they are merged together,

May All Peoples, All Nations Live In Peace !
How to Create PEACE in the Middle East?
on the 33 parallel...

Ur-Nammu, the first king of the third dynasty
of Ur, making an offering before Sin.

Diamond / Vesica Pisces
Why does information like this seem to
struggle to be shared, or kept secret by
corrupt hierarchies ?
I feel it boils down to the asking the right
question... Why is it, that as a planet we have
still yet to learn how to live together in
peaceful cooperation? Can we truly say we
have done all we can to listen and recognize
the wisdom and knowledge of all peoples of
this magnificent planet? The answer is no,
because if we had we wouldn’t have wars
that destroy cultures, in the name of profit !
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It is important to mention here, while I am
endeavouring to alchemically bring together
these vast systems of space and time, that
the 33rd parallel (degrees north of the
equator) runs through:

The border between Lebanon and Israel &
Palestine (33.1° N.), south edge of Syria, next
to the ancient city of Babylon (32.5° N.),
Baghdad (33.2° N.), and on into Iran.
Its also worth mentioning that the
Babylonians had a very strong lunar
influence, and one of their most important
gods was Sin, their god of the moon.

In many of the myths or legends of our
world, Babylon is seen as an evil empire,
though that label could be just as easily
lumped onto the Romans, who were both
perpetrators of the destruction of cultures
that embodied natural ancestral wisdom.
Yet how can anyone say that an entire
culture is evil? Not all Romans were evil
people, nor the Babylonians, nor can we say
all Americans are evil people in the current
age. No we can’t judge an entire culture of
people like that, because if we did we would
be judging them for something that they did
not do.
In reality it was/is the corrupt hierarchies
‘the cacophony’ of the present and the past
that perpetuated the conflicts and created
wars, why? because war and weapons are
the most profitable industry on the planet.
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So as you can see this subject of the 33 Year
leap-day sequence has a great deal of far
more important issues to discuss than just
how often we should have a leap-day… and
for the ancient Persians there was no
question, the 33 Year based leap-day cycle is
a perfection of their realization of the
sacredness of the number 33.

spiral orbit around the sun in relation to the
seasonal cycle of the earth.

to bring to your attention what I feel is most
important to understand now.

What is also very interesting is that the
number 33 starts to connect together a
variety of traditions. The 33rd harmonic is at
the very center of the mystic column and
indeed the whole Mayan Tzolkin.

There is a very simple answer to the problem
of the leap-day sequence, and to
acknowledge this would be to acknowledge
another wise ancient culture that deserves
just as much respect as the Mayans and
Egyptians - the ancient Persians. This act of
utilizing the 33 Year leap-day sequence
could also be a reminder to remember not
to judge an entire culture of people by the
actions of their government or monarchy
that ruled them.

“The Iranian calendar dates back to the 11th century,
when a panel of scientists created a calendar that
was more accurate than other calendars at the time.
Although some changes have been made to the
calendar, it is slightly more accurate [understatement]
than the Gregorian calendar. Compared with the
Gregorian calendar, which errors by one day in
about every 3226 years, the Iranian calendar needs a
one-day correction in about every 141,000 years.”

With the assistance of the program called
StarCalc (see: 20,000 years), I deduced and
confirmed the true average length of the
solar year has been decreasing on average
at a rate about 1 sec per century ( total over
20,000 years = decrease in year length by 3
mins 16 secs ).
The average year length calculated between
10,000 BC and 10,000 AD is the 365.2424...
In 10,000 BC it was 365.243476 and in
10,000 AD it will be 365.241199.
Yet we can all agree that the basic fraction
of the extra part of the day at the end of the
year is always 0.24... There are 365.24 days
in one solar year, or a tropical year, or a
vernal equinox year. It doesn’t matter what
you want to call it, it is still just the earth
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The 33 Year Diamond also fits perfectly over
the Flower of Life, and is made up of 8
‘tetrahedra’ of 4 years each, (+ 1) extra ‘cross
year’ of 365 days at the center of the matrix.

During further investigations and revelations
I noticed that there are 8 kin in the mystic
column before you reach Harmonic 33. So in
terms of mathematics, you have 8 kin above
the 33rd harmonic, or 8 over 33. In terms of
an equation this can be written as 8 / 33 =
0.24242… or 8 ÷ 33 = 0.24242…
Also in addition the dimensions of the
Tzolkin (length and width), 20 and 13, when
you add them, 20 + 13 = 33, and indeed
there is a great deal more interesting
mystical information relating to this number
33, from many ancient cultures, but my
purpose here is not to relate that to you, just

In each ‘tetrahedra’ of 4 years there are 3
‘cross years’ of 365 days, and 1 ‘star year’ of
366 days. ‘Star year’ is another name for the
leap-year.

A ‘cross year’ is made up of 4 x 91 (+1) = 365 days
A ‘star year’ is made up of 5 x 73 (+1) = 366 days
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The (+1) factor remains involved in all years,
so the evolutionary spiral of growth, change,
and the movement of ever different mixtures
of energies continues,... each day is unique
and never repeats,... hence this is a
Continuum.
Therefore in my personal opinion it would
be a wise decision for the worldwide
standard be aligned to these advanced time
sciences. * I later upgraded the 33 year
cycle to the 372/391 timelines * see next
chapter
It is the realization, that by weaving together
the wisdom and knowledge of all ancient
cultures, that we can recreate the solid
foundations of our planetary culture, that
would have existed today if it had not been
for militaristic empires that try to destroy our
sacred connections to each other.
We live on a planet that like never before is
becoming a global culture. Why then are we
still holding on to the belief that the Mayans
and Egyptians people are the only ancient
cultures that had/have an advanced time
science?
We could be instead, embracing the Nowness of the present with absolute certainty,
that as we move into the place of mutual
respect for all ancient cultures, we in fact
build a new, yet entirely rooted in the past,
sacred spiral of interconnectedness into the
future.
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keeping it balanced ;-) in Roslin glen
30
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Where to place the leap-day ?
Another aspect to cover is the placement of
the leap-day in the year. At the present time
the Gregorian calendar places it on February
29th, just before the Spring Equinox. This is
an arbitrary time of the year for it to be
placed. What I propose is that we move the
leap-day to the day before Autumn Equinox
(northern hemisphere).
The reasons for this boil down to finding the
proper place for the "leap-day" in time, based
on naked eye observations, marking
Almoonac's and this is all then related to
how the orbit of the earth is not entirely
circular...

towards which ancient stone circles, like
Stonehenge or Newgrange for example, are
aligned.

Here is the process I went through to make
the conclusions I do:

Further investigations revealed a very
perplexing number ladder through the
seasons based on the number 44. (
measured in Whole number "days" )

Winter Solstice to Spring Equinox = 89.00 days
89 is already a whole number ( web page: Fibonacci )
Spring Equinox to Summer Solstice = 92.76 days
92.76 rounds up to the whole number 93
(0.24 is taken from 93.64)
Summer Solstice to Autumn Equinox = 93.64 days

It was through this postulation, that the
whole number averages of the lengths of
the seasons are 89 and 93 days, that the
arrangement of the numbers in the graphic
below were created. 44 + 45 = 89 and 46 +
47 = 93

93.64 rounds down to 93, as after the 0.24 and 0.16
are removed, the remainder is 93.24. The extra 0.24
(0.24242…) then becomes the reason for the leap-day
placement being at the end of the Summer Season
the day before the Autumn Equinox.
Autumn Equinox to Winter Solstice = 89.84 days
89.84 rounds up to the whole number 90
(0.16 is taken from 93.64)
90 is also 89 (+1), where the (+1) is the day before
Winter Solstice

The above graphic shows the astronomical
lengths of the seasons, which are anchored
through the solstice/equinox cross. These
can also be confirmed to be the days
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I had termed the new leap-day the ‘Third
Eye of Horus’ as first I thought due to the
Spring Equinox based year being the best
for measuring years of 365.2424 days,
however I now call it the Fractal Eye of
Atum = as Atum presides over the Autumn
~ the leap-day = Fractal eye, as without it
being truly acknowledged properly you cant
see beyond the yoke of the Gregorian... !
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In a ‘star year’ of 366 days, instead of the
leap-day of February 29th being missed out
(* 0.0 Hunab Ku), we can move the leap-day
to the day before Autumn Equinox due to
this being the end of the season which the
days build to the point where naturally a
leap-day is needed to be added to keep the
Almoonac in sync.

result is that the accuracy of predicting
eclipses becomes perfected - the Eclipse
being one of the most magical celestial
events of the merging of lunar and solar
energy that occurs.

this. The 4 Fire Festivals are positioned at the
end of months within the 16th century
Gregorian calendar, a reworked version of
the calendar of Julius Caesar as mentioned
before.

( webpage : Almoonac of Ra:ah )

The current Greg. dates of the 8 fold year
Psi Bank animation >> Link
--The 4 Fire Festivals
I have further information, which supports
the leap-day continuing to be a 0.0 day, and
not included in the sequence of the
Dreamspell cycle of the Tzolkin. This is
related to the calculation of eclipses using
the 2080 day Psi Bank cycle. Where 2080 =
8 x 260, which is also an exact multiplication
of the Eclipse year of 346.62 days, 6 x
346.62 = 2079.72 < + 0.28 > = 2080. The
32

* realigned with Natural Time in an 8 fold year

Following on from the leap-days it is
important here to include a short section on
the 8-fold year discrepancies, within the
modern day practices of Celtic, Pagan,
Wiccan and Druidic paths.
Currently these are out of alignment with
natural time. There is a simple reason for

(2012AD) Northern hemisphere
For example: Beltane is celebrated on the
evening of April 30th and morning of May
1st.
(backwards Swastika symbology with unequal
number of days between them, perhaps the only
option when a culture is almost wiped out is to blend
their mysteries with the dominant force, however
that time is now over and the original sacred days
now return...)

To our ancestors of the magical traditions
that live on through us, the year wheel
contains 2 Solstices, 2 Equinoxes and 4 Fire
Festivals, and they arranged these 8 yearly
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festivals evenly between each other and
each season. There are many examples of
stone temples, circles and monuments that
mark these days of the 8 fold year, all of
which were measuring the direction of the
rising and setting Sun.

(2012AD) Northern hemisphere

*This was described in the previous section about the
position of the leap-day.

* 4 fold nature of solstice equinox cross found
throughout the planet :-) the 4 that becomes 8

By rounding the number of days up or
down gives us a better picture of what our
ancestors would have observed, as they did
not have clocks with hours, minutes &
seconds. They marked the days of each
alignment and the number of whole days
between them, and if they were to do it
today they would be seeing the same
symmetry of 93+93, and 89(+1)+89 as can
be seen in these calculations and graphics.

They were the 8 solar festivals of the year,
enacting the yearly eternal cycles of birth,
life, death and rebirth of the Sun upon the
Earth. Like the lifetime of all beings, species
etc.
*( the lunar aspect fluctuates year to year, as it takes
19 years for the Earth, Moon and Sun to
resynchronize, see:- 19-year-flower )

Taking the average length of the year and
dividing by 8 the average number of days
between the 8 yearly festivals is:
365.24 / 8 = 45.655 days
However on closer inspection, and what
would have became apparent from years,
cycles & epochs of observation at sacred
sites around the country by our ancestors, is
that the lengths of the seasons fluctuate
over time.
They vary from 44-47 days in length (8-fold)
* from base of 89 to 93 days in length (4-fold)

The lengths of the 8-fold year in whole days
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From here we can deduce that in order to
calculate the actual days of the 4 Fire
festivals we must find the overall pattern of
symmetry in the seasons.

The Earth’s orbit around the Sun every year
is not circular, from the Autumn equinox
through Winter to the Spring equinox
>> there are 178.83 days (89.85 + 88.99)
whereas from the Spring equinox through
Summer to the Autumn equinox:-

The results produce a beautiful natural
progression in time a ladder or stairway of
numbers from winter to summer and back
again.
44 + 45 + 46 + 47 + 47 + 46 + 45 + 44 +1 =365

>> there are 186.41 days (92.75 + 93.65)
The difference between summer and winter
is: 186.41 - 178.83 = 7.58 days
Therefore there are currently 7.58 extra days
in the Summer half of the year (in the
Northern Hemisphere that is, in the
Southern Hemisphere all measurements are
reversed).
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* spirit has always communicated to me, that the full release of over-unity energy devices, would require us to live by a truly fractal time system *

Chapter 5
Year 1933 (conspiracy facts)
34
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Chapter 5
Year 19:33 (conspiracy facts)

Equality is based on the mutual sharing of
resources, if those said resources are not
being mutually shared then equality does
not exist >> therefore the financial system
there to maintain the equilibrium of equality
has failed.
I would not have any part of their divide and
conquer mentality, instead I studied the
current system and found so many holes in it
that I could not believe that the majority of
people have fallen for such are fake system
of resource management.

As we reach this point in this work, I'm
going to take a slight de-tour to relate how
these mystic numbers have found their way
into the enactments of the US senate,
debating financial resolutions, as they would
like you to think anyway.
With my natural fortitude for understanding
numbers, having studied accountancy at
school because I was good with numbers.
Yet I could not allow myself to get caught up
in all the corruption and lies that these
systems of financial governance produce.
Its quite easy to see that their system of
numbers don't add up...
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Such is the nature of thousands of years of
suppression by the rich and glamorous, the
demonizing of the poor, while there seems a
half and half cut between those with just
enough, wishing to either help the poor or
those with less than them in any way they
can.. or the other half that idolise the rich
and would do anything to become one of
the glamorous rich folks... oh dear.
Apparently we live in a democratic republic,
or at least a planet that is heading in that
direction, yet how can it truly manifest such
a intention if there remains a gremlin in the
works, the Gregorian calendar.
Hypocrisy/history has a way of repeating the
same cycles over and over again until the
lesson is learned, and as the time matrix
under which we live we are all slaves to its
roots of wealth theft.

Anyone been into the vaults under the
Vatican recently? perhaps had a nice cup of
tea with the Queen of England and
discussed how poverty could be ended in its
entirety ?
They just play the game of being noble
"rulers" because that's what their followers
want to follow, empty intentions that they
never intended to follow through.
Its very easy to see and prove that their real
intention are population reduction, a
surveillance state, and more and more
controls over each and every one of us
under their umbrella of protecting us.
Yet the threats from which they say they are
protecting us are caused by their own
international policies of stealing resources to
prop up their overweight countries.
Never do they consider they have got it all
wrong, or if they do, then after they realise
in order to really change it for the good they
would have to give up their entirely in
excess lifestyles, and beg forgiveness for all
the thousands of years of lies.
What is left for them to do, is a gradual
release of information, and slow retreat into
obscurity... but as slow as they can possibly
manage... so slow the planet itself could be
polluted beyond the point of no return
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before they "decide" its time to pull the
stopper off...

they don't want to be the losers... cant think
beyond the games of us and them
And on and on it goes, it basically can be
summed up as a major psychological
problem, they make it up as they go along
and as long as they chose who gets the
position of world "leaders" they don't care
about the laws, as the laws mean nothing.
How many laws does it take before we
realise you cant control what other people
do with their lives... if they want to make a
law that works, how about leading by
example !

The 33 stands for them being master
masons, keepers of the secrets, that they
themselves don't even know, they just keep
them secret for as long as they can, because
they fear the power of a united humanity.

So now here is a wee bit of mathematical
low-down on the insane policies of the
pathological unstable... cue the introduction
of the Federal reserve, which is a privately
owned institution, that's pretty MENTAL !

Essentially the swearing in of the federal
reserve act, put them in the position to
create as much money, currency, currentsea, fluid cash flow, liquidity... like a Zero
point technology, that at the time Tesla was
designing in his laboratory... Free energy ?
has the Sun sent you bill in the post
recently... for all the light shining upon this
blessed realm of mother earth, the light
mirroring the light of the millions of other
Suns in our Galaxy alone...

It was sworn into law in the year 1933
( 19 year Flower, 33 Diamond matrix )
And on it goes, the world management
team placing bets on the future of all of us,
with
their
weapons
industry
and
pharmaceutical cartel keeping their pockets
full to the brim with blood moneys...
Every war there ever was a decision made
and followed, a ritual blood sacrifice in the
name of hierarchical domination.... because
if they didn't do it someone else would and
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I remember when I first found this out it was
like a dagger in the heart, they of course
know the power of numbers, as I have
shown in the short geometry section.
The 19 stands for the metonic cycles, that
govern their calculation for Easter and the
resurrection of their holy scape goat Jesus
Christ, even though he threw out the money
changers...

They had to keep a tap on good old Tesla,
electrical genius, so at the same time, they
placed another tap on the creation of the
money supply, because they think their
always needs to be a hierarchy in control of
everything, and if not chaos would occur...
Looking around now in the year 2015 we
can see that this tap on the flows has really
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worked in maintaining a peaceful world...
NOT
Most folks think its all about it being connected to the removal
of the gold standard, but that's just another rich persons
commodity, no the real value in the money supply is the
realization that its leads to a moneyless society...
Like the scaffolding builders place around a house in the
process of it being created, its necessary to create a society
that learns to live together in equality, but only when the money
supply is valued, and seen for what it is, our own creation, we
decide how it is !

intuition as to what their natural strength
are, and do we support each other enough
to be able to even realise this???
In the dog eat dog, every one for
themselves, rat race, human race, yet to be
humane is to understand the challenges of
our fellow human beings and do something
to alleviate the suffering
Brings us to the basic essentials...

However if the true meaning is hidden from
us and we think its always going to be this
way, every one fights for as much as they
can get, and no ones really wins...

Shelter, food, clothes, clear air, clear water,
warmth, the basic essentials are all we need

Money supply is like the water required for
sapling trees, you have to water them, and
plant them until they are self-sustaining, you
cant rush the process, and that goes against
the natural flow, in the same way we are all
potentially self-sovereign beings, and it
should be the purpose of the currency to
keep watering us to become the masters of
whichever natural creative task we feel we
are best at.

The rest is all a personal choice, society
should organize itself for minimal necessities
maintained by a caring and efficient
population, using the most advanced, but
actually known for thousands of years
technologies, so we become planetary
gardeners, not planetary slaves.

Teacher, builder, writer, actor, designer,
gardener, researcher, engineer, they all have
their purpose, which one is more valuable ?
Does comparing help our unified reason for
existing ?
Does it help everyone get to where they are
meant to be by their own measure of their
37

& true richness is of the Heart & caring !

A graphic I made to show how the current
political climate can be rearranged to reflect
these values of maintaining an efferent
society... Less jobs, more responsibility !
See page 39 !
Though am sure those that have given up
their lives to slave jobs wont be up for giving
up their privileges, yet the time for playing in
the sand like children, that time is up !

smoke and mirrors

world management team hiding in the shadows
yet even they cant hide
from the straight and narrow

codes speaking volumes
across time and space
no escape from the justice
of Zuvuya's grace

united states dissolved itself
into surveillance state
world management team follow suit

back in 1933
19 year so called metonic cycles

( actually FLOWER OF LIFE IN TIME )

33 degrees of so called master masons
( actually DIAMOND MATRIX GRAIL )
march the 9th, 3x3,

they stole the power of Infinity
09/03/1933 = red planetary serpent (d.s.)
= 8 etznab (t.c.)
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Zuvuya speaks clear

of the smoke and mirrors tactics !!
blood letting (serpent smoke)
used to be a shamanic experience of the mayans
yet across the planet and in their midst too
its became a mass murdering blood letting ritual

they stole Infinity

because they cant comprehend eternity
they cant comprehend eternity
because they have never studied the real mysteries
only their copy cat version
is known to them

and keeps the truth under lock and key

SPELL BROKEN
no more lurking in the shadows for them
its out in broad daylight for all to see
hear, speak and know (gnosis)
who needs the administrators
traitors anyhow?
pushing paper back and forth
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Regarding voting systems... all voting does is segregate, divide and conquer... all aspects should be honoured equally (20% each) when...
Conservatives... would be focusing on conserving water (free water), not their financial liquidity
Liberals... would be focusing on liberating fire (free energy), not the fracking industry
Labour... would be focusing on constructing housing (free accommodation), not housing prices
Socialists... would be focusing on keeping our air clean (and free), not only their own ideologies
Greens... would be focusing on sharing of the fruits of the earth (free food, clothes), not buying into empty political "promises"

39
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Changing the "calendar" is already an Epic ongoing planetary event,
That is re-writing history and re-affirming the universal rights
of all beings, in peace and as sovereign souls !
Replacing all obsolete laws that maintain corporate oligarchy
With natural, cosmic & common law values,
for all beings to live in peace with each other
and with the Universe ! We are one !
41
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* see also Graphic on Beginning of descending Kali Yuga in 3102 BC on page 75 *
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CHAPTER 6
Ancient Cosmology (infinity codes)
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CHAPTER 6
Ancient Cosmology (infinity codes)

Moving on from the overly apparent hijacking of the "system" by the world
management team, with their smoke and
mirror tactics, I was to find out that it would
be necessary to create an entirely new
system of time.
Through the process I was to realise that I
was really just re-discovering what our
ancestors already knew, but had been lost
down the corridors of time by the
knowledge hoarding and book burnings.
Yet in order to take this mammoth
understanding of Infinity to the next level I
had to piece together various loose threads
of ancient wisdom to see the full picture.

This then leads into the Zenith year which is
another version of a Geometric Year but
based on 7 parts instead of 8 (as is based on
the Mayan Long count).
I've dedicated a small section in this Chapter
to each one of these key matrices, and they
are required reading in order to then
understand the vast cycles of the Long
count, Time-lines and on into the Infinite
cycles of what I was to later term the
Celestial Dna Time Spiral.

This graphics shows the geometric side of
time, that is usually referred to when
speaking about the 4 seasons of 13 weeks:
Spring, summer, autumn and winter. Each
being made up of a total of 91 days: 4 x 91 =
364 (+1) = 365
At the center of the graphic is the Pyramid
of Kukulcán at Chichen Itza.

The idea of 19,000 years of Peace is founded
on the alchemy of all this wisdom, and so
that all the traditions can see we have far
more in common than what separates us
apart.
The Geometric Year (8-fold)

There are many aspects to understand in
order to see this more complete picture, and
they go as follows:
The Geometric 8-fold Year, is based on exact
units of measure (masculine archetype).
The Organic 8-fold Year, is based on realtime events (feminine archetype).
The Fibonacci Year sequence was to be
revealed to me by studying the all ready
existing Organic year for further clues.
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This pyramid of the Maya has 91 steps on
each side, plus an extra step at the top to
enter the chamber at the pyramids peak
(91x4) +1 = 365 steps/whole days per year.
As a pattern this geometry of time allows for
interlocking sequences of the 7-day-week,
and 13-month-year. This can be understood
though the outer ring of 52 segments.
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in order to align the geometric year with the
organic year matrices together.

The Organic Year (8-fold)

This is done by first finding the axis of
symmetry from the shape of the year in the
organic, and then merging this with the
geometric symmetry. They both interlock
with each other from this anchor point of
the (+1) day.
* In our current age this axis of symmetry runs along
the Solstice line

There are 52 weeks per geometric year
(+1 day to complete the year) = 365 days
There are 13 weeks per geometric season = 91 days
There are 4 weeks per geometric month = 28 days

The inner section of the main graphic shows
the year divided into 8 parts making it the
geometric reflection of the solstices and
equinoxes, plus 4 fire festivals.
This would be made up of:

I have also included an extra 6th star in the
position of the Autumn Equinox, to identify
the time when personally I feel leap days
should currently be added.
* see section on leap-day for calculations

This could be done simultaneously in either
geometric or organic matrix, (currently there
is a +/- 2 days difference).

This graphic of the Organic version of the 8fold year, and was done to highlight its
connection with what I call the 'shape of the
year' or 'egg-shaped' orbit.

However since they are both aligned at the
winter solstice (+1) anchor point, and would
be using the same leap-day rule, their long
term trends would remain balanced and in
tune with each other.

Instead of the seasons having exactly the
same lengths based on equal measure they
show their lengths in reality, based on naked
eye observations.

8 x 45 days = 360 (+ 5) = 365 days
see these pages from more info:-

Four of the extra days are positioned at the
midpoint of the 4 seasons (46th day of 91).
*see little stars around edge of inner section
The 5th star is the (+1) extra day, the day
before the winter solstice, and is placed here
46

third-eye-of-horus
ancient-cosmology

These naked eye observation, like for
instance the Sunrise on Equinox being
exactly due East are no different than what
can be calculated with the many satellites in
geo-synchronous orbit around our planet.
(Though using satellites to work it out may be more
fancy it is entirely un-necessary)
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The lengths vary from 44-47 days, but are
contained within a holistic sequence, and
are all based on whole day count
observations, just like our ancestors would
have done in order to calculate the true
number of days between the solstices and
equinoxes, plus 4 fire festivals.
The results of these observations would
have been enough for our ancestors to
realise that the planet was in an elliptical
orbit as its spirals around the Sun.
Indeed it is very close to perfectly circular,
but not quite, and the slight difference is
where most researchers just glance over this
and move on.
However hidden within it though is a grand
mystery, that which can be extrapolated
from using the numbers of the Fibonacci
ratio to create a mathematical formula for
the inner and outer aspects of time. * see
next section for Fibonacci codes
The inner and outer aspects of time could
also be explained as personal and collective,
or individual and planetary, as above so
below...
The key that led to my understanding the
relationship to the Fibonacci sequence is the
number 89.

The numbers that come out as the answer
from this investigation produce a beautiful
natural progression and renewal, as:
44, 45, 46, 47 ~ 47, 46, 45, 44, (+1) = 365
where 44+45 = 89
and 46+47 = 93
* The seasons are accurate for the Northern
Hemisphere, with the Southern Hemisphere being a
perfect mirror of this
Spring North = Autumn South
Summer North = Winter South
Autumn North = Spring South

The Fibonacci Year (phi-ratio)
It is an absolute pleasure to be sharing this
piece of the puzzle, as through its
remembrance it will surely revolutionize our
whole understanding of a great many
things. What you are looking at is a year
based on the ratio's of the Fibonacci spiral,
which goes as follows:
0,1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34,55,89,144,...
The way that I have arranged the numbers is
so that they create both an inner time matrix
and outer time matrix.
Inner time (geometric) matrix: The first 6
numbers from 0-5, equal:

Winter North = Summer South
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Outer time (organic) matrix: The next 7
numbers from 8-144, equal:
8+13+21+34+55+89+144 = 364 days
(+1) to complete the year = 365 days
Anchoring the start of the outer time matrix
at the point at which the numbers lock into
a symmetry of 89 and 93, can be shown
thus: * measured in whole days *
Zero = center from which everything is born,
and to which everything returns

144 + 8 + 13 + 21 = 186 = ( 2 x 93 )

1+1+2+3+5= 12 = 12 month time systems

34 + 55 + 89 = 178 = ( 2 x 89 )

The axis of symmetry in our era runs from
summer solstice to winter solstice, the longer
half (186 days) being spring and summer,
and shorter half (178 days) autumn and
winter.
Counting backwards from the Autumn
equinox, the point where long half and
short half meet equals:
-21 -13 -8 = 42 days before Autumn equinox
does the outer time matrix lock in...
Autumn equinox 2012 = September 22nd @
14:49 ( figures according to Star-calc )

When the zero point (center) is included, it
enables 13 month time systems as 0-12
equals thirteen positions.

* It was monumental sign post that one of the
numbers already matched up i.e the number 89

Therefore plotting the numbers so that they
sequence in the same way as our seasons
currently do, with spring = 93, summer = 93,
autumn = 89(+1) and winter = 89, we can
find a very interesting start point.
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In the Mayan long count that is: 5 Oc (
12.19.19.13.10 ) in 2012AD
and 42 days previous to that is: 2 Lamat (
12.19.19.11.8 ) in 2012 AD
In the Gregorian that's: August 11th 2012
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8 + 13 + 21 + 34 + 55 (+1) = 132
This is also 132 days before the end of the
current long count 20.12.2012 'the last day',
and 21.12.2012 'the first day' of next long
count.
Aug. 11th marks the exact point at which
the Solar zenith occurs at Izapa in 2012,
Izapa being the place where researchers say
the long count began.
It is at this point in my own research that i've
had to ask myself how much did the Mayans
know? Since the codes of the Fibonacci
spiral that exist as an average measure
throughout the natural world and in the size
and ratio of the human body... Leonardo
Fibonacci lived between (1170-1250AD)...
and the Long count began 3114 BC...
This Fibonacci Year describes the 'shape of
the year' and organic year time matrix,
based on ratios existing on a planetary level,
as the Earth orbits the Sun these resonant
frequencies are continually being expressed
to us, what a divine world we truly live in !

* In the graphic to the right, the Blue
numbers show the symmetrical Fire Festival
dates on the outside ring.
* The Fibonacci year matrix is the Green
area and contains the inner "Geometric" and
out "Organic" matrices together.
49
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The Solar Zenith (Geometric) Year

Next is Solar Zenith year with its graphic
dividing the year into 7 segments of 52 days
(1 of which is 2 x 26 = 52). This is the inverse
to the 52 weeks of the standard Geometric
year.
In my time researching the origins of the
Mayan long count, many of the authors
mention the realization that was reached at
the sites existing on or near 15 degrees
latitude North, for example: Izapa zenith
cosmology.
The first place I ever saw this concept
published was in a book by John Major
Jenkins in 1998, called Maya Cosmogenesis
2012.
One of the peculiarities i've noted with this
Zenith cosmology is that it connects up with
the 24 Elder Futhark runes, as the 15th rune
is Algiz/Eiwaz. (Also 360 / 24 = 15.)
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As mentioned before this graphic is the
inverse of the standard Geometric year, and
therefore is also based on tracking the
geometric alignments (symmetry).

"protection, invocation"

In 3114bc the dates of the key alignments
that we are working with here are as
follows.

Within the tropics (between 23.5 degrees
north and south), as well as having the
standard 2 solstices and 2 equinoxes, the
phenomena of the 2 Solar zeniths were also
tracked, making a total of 6 keys days

This is the point when other researchers
work goes no further in clarifying the
exactness of the Mayan time science, and
the point at which the infinity codes
investigation began to shine really bright.

* In fact the 2 Solar nadirs were also tracked making 8
days, but that's for another book.

Key alignments in 3114bc
>> Geometric Summer solstice = 21 June ( 5 Muluc )

In the research i've seen it is stated that at or
near the latitude of 15 degrees north, that
the Solar zenith occurs 52 days after the
Summer solstice. ( I have confirmed this
using modern programs like Star-calc, in fact
I confirm all my calculations several times to
make sure )
In the graphic the central axis runs from
apex (Summer solstice) to root (Winter
solstice), and 2 lines run from the center up
to the left and right, like someone standing
with their arms raised, pointing in the
direction of the times of the Solar zeniths.
The 52nd day after the geometric Summer
solstice was the start point of the Long
count (3114bc) and has kept this lost secret
hidden until now.

>> Organic Summer solstice = 23 June ( 7 Chuen )
>> Geometric Solar zenith = 11 Aug ( 4 Ahau )
= Julian day number of 584283
>> Organic Solar zenith = 13 Aug ( 6 Ik )
= Julian day number of 584285

In both cases there are 52 days (inclusive)
between these points, counting from
Geometric point to Geometric point, or
counting from Organic point to Organic
point.
Due to the shape of the year being warped
towards the Spring equinox in 3114bc, as
the Aphelion was close to the Spring
equinox in that era, this then creates the 2
www.infinity-codes.net
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days difference you see between the
Geometric and Organic points
* See later on in this book for more info on the 58year-shift

It can also be understood in that our current
era, the shape of the year is warped towards
the Summer solstice, again with the
Aphelion being close by to it, making the 2
days difference occur at the Spring and
Autumn equinox, instead of Summer and
Winter solstice as is the case in 3114bc.

The discrepancy is also the reason why the 2
main Julian day numbers of 584283 and
584285 have existed in the Mayan research,
and why so much was argued about which
was the right one, however no one had the
idea that maybe they both were right and
that the Mayans were using a dynamic
system of time that took into account both
the Geometric AND Organic.
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I dedicate this realization to the wisdom of
our ancestors !
May we all remember that our roots are truly
planted in the hearts of absolute genius !

* The axis has therefore shifted approximately 90
degrees over the period of 1 Long count

This page lays down the foundations on
which the Mayans in their vast knowledge
of the great cycles of time, anchored the
long count on the Geometric Solar zenith
(not the Organic zenith as one would
presume).

The fluctuations that using both Geometric
and Organic systems allows a fuller picture
to form and a more accurate timing system
to be followed, indeed accurate enough it
seems to be able to predict the exact
occurrence of the Solstice Sun crossing the
Galactic equator 5125 years in the future !

Geometric & Organic matrices

In conclusion here is a graphic I created to
summarize this particular aspect of the
genius of the Mayan Time Science, it also
shows the relation of the Fibonacci ratio to 1
year, anchored at the geometric Solar zenith

Though of course these terms Geometric
and Organic are terms i've come up with
myself, i've needed to do so as there was no
one else disclosing such theories.

( To re-emphasize did the Mayans also know
of this ratio long before us? )
And therefore long enough before 3114BC
in order to work it into their calculations ?

Anchoring the Long count on the
Geometric Zenith and not the Organic, was
done so that in the future, in our era, and in
the year 2012, when the Geometric and
Organic Solar zeniths have combined (due
to the shift in the position of the Aphelion),
the Long count could complete exactly on
the geometric Winter solstice (dec 20th {the
+1}) and the next Long count could begin
on the Organic Winter solstice - 4 Ahau (dec
21st 2012).

Surely that would mean several thousand
years of investigations in order to figure out
the calculations first before creating the
5125 years time sequence, but then that
goes against the modern held view that we
live in this supposedly advanced age...
I think the science I am describing here is pin
pointing evidence of a lost ancient world
culture or by the very least an advanced
ancient culture in the Americas... Atlantis ?
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only adopted by the Catholic church after
they colonized the Mayas, was the same
length of year the Mayas highlighted in the
last long count sequence.
* With the apparent decrease in the length of the
year by 1 second per century on average, this would
mean that over 1 Long count the length of year
would decrease by 51.25 seconds approximately.

It would also mean that at the start of the
Long count beginning 3114 BC the length
of year was:

Looking back over that last equation the
number of seconds in the decrease of the
length of the year over half a Long count
= 25.625 seconds
This is a precise fractal reflection of the
number of years in 5 x 5125 years of each
Long count
25,625 for 5 Long count
25.625 seconds decrease of year length over
1/2 Long count

51.25 / 2 = 25.625 seconds
25.625 / 86400 = 2.966 (x10)

8 + 13 + 21 + 34 + 55 = 131 (+1) = 132 days
Number of days from Geometric zenith to
Organic solstice 2012, the number of days
extra on top of the 5125 years in order for
the Long count formula to balance out.
1 Mayan Long Count lasts
5,125 years + 132 days
1,872,000 days
- 132 = 1871868 days

365.2425 + 2.966 (x10)

-4

-4

= 365.2428 day year (rounded)

At the end of the last Long count at 2012 it
would result in:
365.2425 - 2.966 (x10) -4
= 365.2422 day year (rounded) and this also
matches the year length as it stands today
according to most modern estimates..

= 5125 x 365.2425

Coincidence ?
:-) or universe as living library of synchronicity...

How surprising it was to find out, at the end
of so many years of investigations, that
between the years of 3114 BC and 2012 AD
that the average length of year, that was

Perhaps we have here evidence of lost
ancient wisdom being stolen by the
conquering nations, why am I not surprised..
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This number 256 can also be seen to be part
of the binary grow pattern...
1 : 2 : 4 : 8 : 16 : 32 : 64 : 128 : 256
Do we actually live in a Holographic reality ?
* The chart provided on page 56 gives the Zenith
dates for Izapa, Palenque & Teotihuacan (years
100AD-1500AD) ~ showing the exact dates of the
Organic zeniths fluctuating through time...
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52 year cycle of the Mayans
( & Solar zenith year )

365 (Haab) x 52 = 18980 days
260 (Tzolkin) x 73 = 18980 days

Over the course of my studies into Mayan
cosmology, I learnt that one of their most
important and sacred cycles they honoured
and celebrated was the cycle of 52 years.
This cycle has also come to be known as the
"calendar round", and was marked by a
"new fire ceremony" to start the next cycle.

During my time in Mexico in 2000, I stayed
at Chichen Itza for about a week. I had
planned to be there after previously reading
a book by John M Jenkins called Maya
Cosmogenesis 2012 (Awesome Book!). So it
was that on the day, the Day of No
Shadows, as it was the Zenith day ~ Yellow
Rhythmic Human - 12.19.7.4.2 - 8 Ik (WInd) :
May 20th (gregorian), I was within the
Pyramid of Kukulkan at midday in deep
mediation at a Mayan ceremony for the
Solar Zenith alignment with the Pleiades. It
was a great honour to be there, and I was
lucky to have shared time with the Mayan
elder leading the ceremony about a week
before for several days of one-to-one
tutorials on Mayan cosmology.

As a cycle of time it represents the time for
the Haab (365 days) and Tzolkin (260 days),
to resynchronize to day 1 in both counts.

* This is where my Spirit name "Hun Kuk'um"
originated, through my vision of the One White
Feather ( of peace and sacred intent ) during an
initiation with the Mayan Elder.

During
my
investigations
into
the
alignments of the Sun with the Pleiades at
Chichen Itza, I used StarCalc to determine
the nature of that alignment on the day I
was there. It lined up perfectly, so amazing!
however only when the Ecliptic (pink line)
was at right angles to the line connecting
the Sun and the Star, in this respect it was
the Pleiades star cluster and its brightest star
Alcyone. This alignement was brought to my
attention first by the statement of John
Major Jenkins in this book (p74) that May
20th was 'the date' of the solar zenith during
our era.

Coordinates of Chichen Itza
*sample of Tzolkin cycle of 260 days
with Haab cycle of 365 days (external link)
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Chichen Itza - Pyramid of Kukulkan
(of the feathered rainbow serpent)

20° 40' 58.44" N / 88° 34' 7.14" W
20.68290 N / 88.56865 W
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every 4 years that the Sun and Pleiades
aligned exactly to the minute with the North
/ South axis.
2000 was a perfect year for the ceremony,
as it was aligned according to the Ecliptic
(see first StarCalc graphic) Below you can
see the alignment pattern of 4 years in the
Time diff. - 0m with regard to the North /
South axis alignment.
Sky above Pyramid of Kukulkan - overtone
monkey : 7 imix : may 19th (gregorian)

*Because of the disruption caused by our world
continuing to use the gregorian leap-day system,
alignments vary in regard to which "calendar" day
they fall on.

All of these calculations are being made via
the program StarCalc, available for
download here. This program is an excellent
tool for determining exact alignments, and it
has enabled me to do extensive research
into many elements of the {time codes}.
Continuing this investigation into the larger
cycles of 52 years I will refer back to the
information contained in the page on the 33
year Diamond:

{ ALIGNED with NORTH / SOUTH axis }
but not Ecliptic ...

365 + 365/1507 = Mayan leap-day cycle of
1507 years, length of year = 365.24220...

The Pleiades - Star Cluster
(also known as the 7 Sisters)

Sky above Pyramid of Kukulkan - rhythmic
human : 8 ik : may 20th (gregorian)
In the images above you can see the central
star of the Pleiades - Alcyone having its
closest alignment with the Sun on the North
/ South axis on May 19th, whereas on May
20th it is aligned with the Ecliptic. Having a
further look at the years after 2000 running
up to 2012, I found that it was only once
54

Table - Zenith times of the Sun and Alcyone
(with the North / South axis)

This cycle of leap-days can be showed to be
based on calculating the length of the year
from the Sun rising East at the Spring
equinox (using StarCalc), as the average
length of the year during the centuries of
the current long count (3114-2012) are:
3000bc - 2000bc = 365.2422
2000bc - 1000bc = 365.2422
1000bc - 1ad = 365.2422
1bc - 1000 ad = 365.2423
1000ad - 2000ad - 365.2423
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Thus the calculations of the program
StarCalc back up the calculations made by
the ancient Mayans and vice versa. It is
results like these that have empowered me
to delve further to see the exactness of what
our ancestors beheld. They used Stone
circles and Pyramid alignments, whereas we
today are more prone to use Satellites or
Telescopes.
Regardless the results are the same, and it is
this fact that shows indeed that modern
science is catching up with ancient
knowledge. Meanwhile the mainstream is
still lost in linear time, following an outdated
'calendar' !
Conclusion - the exact science of the ancient
Mayans
Within the larger cycle of 1507 years that
the Mayans used to calibrate their leap-days
there are:
1507 Spring equinox years
= 1507 x 365.24220305242
= 550420 days
1508 Haabs = 1508 x 365 = 550420 days
{{or 1507 Haabs + 365 leap-days = 550420 days}}
2117 Tzolkins = 2117 x 260 = 550420 days
29 New fire ceremonies = 29 x 18980 = 550420 days
* please note here that there is a difference between
the length of Spring equinox years within a given
century, and the overall length of the geometric
spring equinox year calculated over 20,000 years
(explanation soon to be uploaded)
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Chart of the Organic Solar Zenith's
( with arrow pointing at Pacal's Accession date / exact Organic Solar Zenith at Merkabah degree latitudes "19.5" ) (on 27/07/615)
56
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The lifetime of Pacal, including all dates in both Traditional Mayan and Dreamspell
Long count date: 9.9.2.4.8 equates with origins of Palenque Zenith cosmology, Chilam Balam traditions etc (on 27/07/615)
It being founded on a fluctuating Organic Zenith date (not geometric) means that the true traditions that follow should also do this...
*** Final proof that the Gregorian leap-day (fixed 26/07 ideology) is to be transcended by ancient leap-day wisdoms of the planet ! In real-time alignments ***
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In lak'ech Ah lak'in
The Alchemy of Movement and Measure
Another way of putting it could be Organic and Geometric...
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Melody and Rhythm...

Time and Space...
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Stonehenge Investigation

Another well known sacred site called
Newgrange in Ireland also marks these key
dates, as do many others, but I haven't had
the "time" to investigate all of them in great
detail yet...

removed), here is an diagram showing their
measured lengths and angles:
Its pretty much an exact 12 by 5 rectangle,
just slightly off ( and for a reason )...

One opinion is that these stones, called the
Station Stones (stones 91,92,93&94), signify
a perfect rectangle of 12 units by 5 units,
with a diagonal length of 13 units.

{further evidence of an ancient planetary culture}

The measurements used in the above
graphic can be found on this external link
(p13):

Preamble
It was through an investigation of the
alignments of Arthur's Seat that I found the
angle of 22.65° by dividing the total degrees
of change between northern most and
southern most risings and settings by 4.

Graphic showing 12 by 5 rectangle of the Station
Stones at Stonehenge
External link for more info: ancient-wisdom.co.uk

This investigation continues with the sacred
site of Stonehenge. The coordinates of
which are:
51.18° N / 1.83° W
During my investigations of Stonehenge in
relation to the 4 fire festivals: (Beltane,
Lughnasa, Samhain and Imbolc), a set of
stones, 2 of which are said to mark these
days, are spoken about a great deal, with
varying opinions.
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There are many pages on the internet
talking about this 12 by 5 rectangle, but are
they in an exact rectangle in reality?
The stones that remain at Stonehenge are
few compared to the original, but detailed
maps and measurements have been taken.
To add further weight to the reality of their
original exact position (as over time some of
the stones have fallen over or been

Station-Stones-of-Stonehenge
89.5 + 89.5 + 91.1 + 91.1 = 361.2
361.2 / 4 = 90.3°
80.4 + 34.7 + 79.9 + 32.7 = 227.7 meters
= perimeter of Station Stones
227.7 meters / 0.2992 m
= 761 Egyptian pyramid feet
*This length connects Stonehenge to exact
length of 1 side of the Great Pyramid*
* To see how the perimeter of the Station Stones
connect Stonehenge to the Great Pyramid, see
website.
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To summarize in comparison so far:
Arthur's Seat = total angle of change = 90.6°
and 90.6 / 4 = 22.65° is +0.03 off the angle
created from a perfect 12 by 5 rectangle (see
graphic below)

The southern most sunrise, at Winter
Solstice, rises at:
38.1° South of East and the Sun sets at 38.1°
South of West.
The total degrees of change between mid
summer and mid winter therefore equals:
40.7 + 38.1 = 78.8°
The diagram below shows the above
calculations in a radial format (eagle's view /
top down).

Whereas at Stonehenge:

Included are the 2/3 (0.666...7) way markers
from exactly East and West (both as 0°).

Exact dates of Stonehenge Fire Festivals

Station Stones = average of 4 angles = 90.3°
and 90.3 / 4 = 22.58° is -0.04 off the angle
created from a perfect 12 by 5 rectangle (see
graphic below)
{ tan-1 ( 5 / 12 ) = 22.62° }
--The 2/3 (0.666...7) way markers
At the latitude of Stonehenge the northern
most sunrise, at Summer Solstice, rises at:

40.7 x 0.666...7 = 27.13°
38.1 x 0.666...7 = 25.40°

The longer section in which there is 47 days
indicates that the season in which it occurs
(Summer solstice to Autumn equinox) is
where the Aphelion is currently positioned
(Jul 5th).

In yellow are the dates these alignments
occur relative to Stonehenge.

In each case the Azimuth is to aligned
closest to either 115.4 & 297.1 angles

In green are the number of days between
each respective alignment.

Below you can see the alignments on the
dates the cross-quarter days are in our
current era, and how they are in marked in
relation to stones 91 & 93.

40.7° North of East and the Sun sets at 40.7°
North of West.
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It can be understood therefore that
Stonehenge still keeps track of the exact
local times of the 8-fold-year for its latitude
and longitude.
The graphic to the right is the only 1 out the
4 templates i've created in my Stonehenge
Investigation in which these alignments fit.

May 4th (Beltane eve) and
Aug 8th (Lughnasa eve) ~ Sunset
Going into...
May 5th (Beltane mornin) and
Aug 9th (Lughnasa mornin) ~ Sunrise
(NOT May 1st / Aug 1st) as tradition says...
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most risings and settings and the true
east/west axis.

and...

Nov 7th (Samhain mornin) and
Feb 4th (Imbolc mornin) ~ Sunrise
Following on from...
Nov 6th (Samhain eve) and
Feb 3rd (Imbolc eve) ~ Sunset
(NOT Nov 1st / Feb 1st) as traditions says...

--On my website you can find 3 other
examples in which these alignments don't
match up with Stones 91 / 93.
I investigated these 3 other templates
anchored at Stonehenge in order to add
further weight to this investigation, and to
show that this has been proven scientifically.
It is one of my favourite aspects of my work,
the way modern science is proving the
genius of our ancestors, like the Ouroborus
serpent/snake biting its own tail, the tale or
myth of an ancient forgotten planetary
culture is being re-membered... though of
course some modern scientists aren't too
happy with this, I reckon for most folks its
really exciting :-)

Stonehenge Organic Template
2/3 way markers Version
The calculations that create the above
diagram are based on knowing the true
east/west axis.
The 2/3 (0.666...7) way markers being exact
midpoints (* relative to cross-quarter days)
between the northern most and southern
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Chapter 7
Long Count Investigation (spreadsheet)
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Chapter 7
Long Count Investigation (spreadsheet)
the end is in the beginning...

previous page ~ the first place I ever saw this
concept published was in the book called
Maya Cosmogenesis 2012.

"If I have seen further it is by standing on ye
sholders of Giants."

The 5125 year Mayan Long count

*also contains 13 of these:- 394-mayan-baktun

1,872,000 total days
The Mayans left us with a serious legacy of
wisdom in their calculations that led to the
creation of the Long count, perhaps indeed
they inherited it from a previous culture, or
beings from another planet, yet its existence
has proven to boggle minds for quite some
time :-)

The main 3 schools of thought I have come
across include:(1) last Long count began on 13th Aug 3114 (6 Ik) ~ next Long Count begins on
23rd Dec 2012 (6 Ik)
Starts at Organic solar zenith 13 Aug -3114 and
renews 2 days after the organic winter solstice 21
Dec 2012 on 23 Dec 2012, doesn't keep in line with
current Mayan count of days, but matches the year
length 365.2425 based on the planetary time records
(3000 BC ~ 2000 AD)

I have made one of my main focuses to
understand and research as much as
possible about this vast cycle of time.
There are many authors that have dedicated
a great deal of time to this same purpose,
and they all have shared their findings, some
of them include:-

For example: Sun crossing the galactic
equator, described in graphic on the
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I've already covered the aspect of time
relating to the origins of the Long count
calculation and the Solar Zenith Year in a
previous chapter.
The exact timing of its beginning is still
disputed due to varying calculations,
alignments and is of course dependant on
which calendar is being used for the
calculations... it can be quite complicated,
however in my search i've categorized the
calculations into 3 groups.

(+132 whole days)

Hunbatz Men, Tony Shearer, Jose Arguelles,
Miguel Vergara, Douglas Gillette, John
Major Jenkins the list goes on...

done what I have done without the previous
research of those mentioned above.

see this page for planetary time records:- averageover-20000-years ( based on Star-calc )

Generally speaking there has been a bit of
conflict when it comes down to exact timing
of alignments, on this page I begin to
express some of what I personally have
discovered, though I also could not have

(2) last Long count began on 13th Aug 3114 (6 Ik) ~ next Long Count begins on
21st Dec 2012 (4 Ahau)
Starts at Organic solar zenith 13 Aug -3114 and
renews on the Organic winter solstice 21 Dec 2012,
but creates average length of year of 365.2429
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(which doesn't match the planetary time records),
and falls short by 2 days of the total number of days
in the duration of 1 long count of 13 baktuns or
1,872,000 days.

(3) last Long count began on 11th Aug 3114 (4 Ahau)~ next Long Count begins on
21st Dec 2012 (4 Ahau)
Starts at Geometric zenith 11 Aug -3114 and renews
on the Organic winter solstice 21 Dec 2012, matches
the year length 365.2425 based on the planetary
time records (3000 BC ~ 2000 AD), also perfectly in
line with the current Mayan count of days.

It is my view that the 3rd option is the most
likely, as scientifically it rings the most true.
Since the science backs up the ancient
wisdom of the Mayans. Though it did take
quite some time to wade through all the
confused calculations and previous attempts
made by other researchers.
It also points to the fact that I am advocating
in this book, that the Mayans knew of both
Geometric AND Organic time matrices at
the time of creating the Long Count ( or
whoever originally created it ), as the
previous Long count started on a geometric
day and the next Long count begins on an
Organic/Geometric day. Overall it can
therefore be said that this advance time
science stands up to the test of time.
( Though there are no records as far as I am
aware of the Mayans have terms like
Organic and Geometric, the calculations
match up perfectly, so the proof is in the
pudding )
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more info about:- geometric-year + organicyear ( see previous chapters )

precession of rotational axis Apsidal_precession

Further to this is the understanding of both
the precession of rotational axis shifting
approx 1/4 year and the precession of the
equinox shifting approx 1/5 year over the
5125 years of 1 Long Count, shows the
Mayas also understood the larger cycles of
time a great deal earlier than we did.

more larger cycles Milankovitch_cycles

Modern
science
has
only
recently
understood this as less then 500 years ago.
Galileo (who lived between the years 15641642) played a major role in this Scientific
Revolution.

precession of the equinox Axial_precession

The Mayans grand scientific experiment of
advanced time sequencing has come to
completion and with it the longest time
experiment of its kind, over 5,000 years long
is now coming full circle, like the alchemical
serpent biting it own tail, literally proving
their experiment as correct, at least for
now...

1 complete cycle of the precession of rotational axis
= approx 21,000 years
4 Long Counts of 5,125 years = 20,500
( difference of 500 years)

Further comtemplations...

1 complete cycle of the precession of equinox
= approx 26,000 years
5 Long Counts of 5,125 years = 25,625
( difference 375 years )
external links:-

It is a strange reality to contemplate that 90
years after 1492 with the arrival of the
Spanish in the land of the Mayas, in the year
1582 the Pope upgraded the Julian calendar
with a new leap-day rule 97/400 for an
average length of 365.2425.
This year length is the average over the
previous Long count (3114-2012), though
after 2012 this doesn't stay the same... we'll
www.infinity-codes.net
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have to wait another 5,125 years + 132 days
to find out how it adjusts over time...
Considering the amount of Mayan books
and knowledge that may have been stolen
that could remain in the vaults of the
Vatican libraries, perhaps the Pope's
astronomers used this knowledge to
maintain their supremacy over our current
time.
Certainly it is a strange coincidence that it
was only 90 years after their arrival that this
shift in leap days took place, just enough
time to study the Mayas books and use the
knowledge for the Pope's benefit, as the
world needed a better leap-day science.
Am sure some will think this is just a
coincidence, I myself don't as if you look at
the number of times the Church and Caesars
( or their followers ) made a mess with time
over the last several thousand years, I would
be surprised if they would ever had figured
out this understanding themselves, more
likely as has happened many times in our
earth history, a wise person or culture comes
along with key information, and another
culture or person uses that key information
to profit from by destroying the original
revealers of the wisdom and then states they
came up with the idea themselves.
For example Tesla and the origins of
electricity...
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Eagle's view of our Solar system
showing positions of planets on 21st Dec. 2012
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Northern Galactic plane centered on Virgo Supercluster
showing positions of stars on 21st Dec. 2012
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Visual Convergence of Infinity Codes for 21.12.2012 destination / destiny in Fractal Time / space :-)
68
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*from one of my sketch books, describing in modern astrological codes, what would have had to be known in order to encode the Long count with correct timing for it synch up
5125 years later in 2012AD... from back in 3114BC ( though that date never existed as Roman calendar only started in 750BC ), numbers, and exact mathematical science is major
key in my work, as I always do the calculations myself... so how did the Maya create such an accurate timing system?? surely that would have required several thousand years of
evolution to develop and work out the errors, they didn't just pluck it out of thin air did they...
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The shape of the year

Aphelion = Earth's farthest point from the Sun

(Earth's elliptical orbit)

By pinpointing them, I found out through
my investigations that these 2 points in time
can be used as Cosmic time calibrators. This
can be done by measuring their relationship
to the nearest Solstice or Equinox.

One of the fundamental aspects of time
relative to living on Earth is the 365 day
cycle of the Earth's orbit around the Sun ( or
1 year of spiral movement). However just like
the Moon having many different cycles
around the Earth, the Earth also has several
cycles around the Sun.

* By rounding to whole numbers we can
see it how our ancestors would have as they
didn't need clocks to work it out...

Currently for 2012ad according to data from
StarCalc the time differences are:
Winter Solstice (21-Dec-2011) to Perihelion (04-Jan2012) = 13.8 days diff.
Summer Solstice (20-Jun-2012) to Aphelion (04-Jul2012) = 13.8 days diff.

However during the process of making
these calculations, of the number of days
difference between the Solstice and
Perihelion, I also found that the total
number of days fluctuated.

In fact the orbit of the Earth is not actually
perfectly circular but instead over the course
of 1 year carves an elliptical pathway
through the heavens. Today through
modern calculations we can determine the
exact moment when Earth is closest to the
Sun or farthest away (see the graphic above)
These 2 points are known as the:
Perihelion = Earth's closest point to the Sun
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Ranging from 11.5 days in 2005 upto 14.3 in
2020 for the Perihelion, and ranging from
12.2 days in 2006 upto 14.8 in 2018 for the
Aphelion.
So in fact taking a 19 year period centred on
2012 the averages work out to be:
Winter Solstice to Perihelion = 12.9 days (13 whole
days)
Summer Solstice to Aphelion = 13.7 days (14 whole
days)

Shape of the year circa 2012ad
The effect that the current alignment of
Earth's elliptical orbit has, is that we have
slightly longer summers in the northern
hemisphere, and slightly shorter winters (
the reverse is true for the southern
hemisphere ). The total number of whole
days from the Spring to Autumn equinox is
currently 186 days, whereas the number
from the Autumn to Spring equinox is 179
days.
On the next page is a graphic I created when
investigating the 8-fold year of the Celtic/Druidic
tribes. It serves to extrapolate the effects of ellipticity
on the lengths of the seasons and this evidence also
confirms that our ancestors knew about this aspect of
Earth's orbit aswell.
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Graphic below = 8-fold year (2 Solstices, 2 Equinoxes
& 4 Fire Festivals) - rounded to whole days
(symmetrical matrix version)
- circa 2012ad

Below you can see the results of my
investigations showing the differences of the
lengths of the seasons, calculated from the
coordinates of Izapa (chosen due to it being the

birth place of Long count - see books by John Major
Jenkins research):

From these results it can been seen that
generally speaking the length of the seasons
have shifted, a 90 degrees turn 'clockwise'
from 3114bc to 2012ad. The longer half
being between the Winter and Summer
solstice in 3114bc, and in 2012ad the longer
half being between the Spring and Autumn
equinox.
This is further backed up by the Perihelion
and Aphelion positions in 3114bc, in
relation to them being marker points of
Cosmic time calibration. According to data
from StarCalc the time differences for
3114bc are:
Autumn Equinox (21-Sep-3114) to Perihelion (07-Oct3114) = 16.3 days diff.
Spring Equinox (21-Mar-3114) to Aphelion (06-Apr3114) = 16.1 days diff.

Length of seasons in 3114bc
To develop the picture further of how the
Perihelion and Aphelion shift over time, it is
necessary to mention first that it wasn't until
I did extensive research into the
comparisons between the beginning
(3114bc) and completion (2012ad) of the
current Long count of the ancient Mayans,
that it became apparent that this knowledge
was also known to the Mayans.
What I found out from these investigations are
several keys to understanding fractal time. I will be
sharing these throughout this book as the
implications are diverse and require a specific focus
on each point.
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* In the same way as described before ( for
2012ad ) these calculations fluctuate,
And for the 19 year period centred on -3114
the averages work out to be:
Autumn Equinox to Perihelion = 15.8 days (16 whole
days)
Spring Equinox to Aphelion = 16.9 days (17 whole
days)

Length of season in 2012ad
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Whereas at the completion of the Mayan
long count the time diff is 14 days at
Summer solstice - Aphelion in 2012ad, and
13 days at Winter solstice - Perihelion in
2012 ad.
So therefore the shift of the axis of the
Perihelion/Aphelion has rotated 3 whole
days less of 1/4 year ( 17 - 14 = 3 days, 16 13 = 3 days).

Shape of the year circa 3114bc
Comparing the 'shape of the year' for
3114bc with the 'shape of the year' for
2012ad, it is now possible to create a
formula to calculate the total overall shift in
the position of the axis of the
Perihelion/Aphelion over the cycle of the
Mayan long count.
Using the average length of year of
365.2424 days, the total length of a
complete 90 degree shift can be calculated
thus - as it will be 1/4 of 1 year.
365.2424 / 4 = 91.3106 days
(90 degree shift)
The time diff at the beginning of the Mayan
long count being 17 days at Spring equinox
- Aphelion in 3114bc, and 16 days at
Autumn equinox - Perihelion in 3114bc.
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Using this data we can find the total shift
over 1 long count, and how many years for
the axis of P/A to rotate 1 day:
91.3106 - 3 days = 88.3106
The number of years in 1 long count
= 1872000 / 365.2424 = 5125.3633 years
&
5215.3633 / 88.3106
= 58.038 years for 1 day shift of the axis of
the Perihelion / Aphelion axis
This is shown in the next graphic which
merges the previous separate graphics into
one single graphic.

Shift of axis of P/A over 5125.363 years
(1 long count)
The '1 day shift' over time can generally be
rounded to '58 whole years' for the purpose
of Cosmic time measurement, and is being
measured in relation to the Solstices and
Equinoxes of our Earth year of 365.2424
days.
All aspects of this calculation are based on
the law of averages, and most aspects of the
equation are variable over time (natural
fluctuations), so the answer could potentially
be different for the next Mayan long count
beginning 2012ad.
Theoretically this could be partly due to the
possible increasing size of the Earth over
time (causing the length of year to decrease
in our experience of it, by 1 second per
www.infinity-codes.net
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century), and the shape of the year
becoming more circular (and reducing the
effects of the axis of the P/A on the length of
seasons within the year).

1 complete cycle of rotation of the axis of
P/A in relation to the Earth year ( 365.2424
days )
= 58 x 365.2424 = 21,184 years (whole years)

{see video links below}
Earth Is Not Orbiting The Sun its a SPIRAL !

This is based on the average year length
over the full 20,000 years made available to
me with the program Star Calc.

Conspiracy of Science - Earth is in fact growing

Conclusion - the genius of the Mayans
(advanced time science)
During this investigation the knowledge and
wisdom of the ancient Mayans has be
confirmed by modern calculations, and both
have therefore been confirmed as mutually
backing each other up.
The genius of the ancient Mayans holds as
true. We live in exciting times indeed and
the timing of this understanding being
revealed is no coincidence.
Their 5125 years time experiment has at its
completion point the Winter solstice of
2012ad, and with it comes the end of 'linear
time' - it is the purpose of my research to
bring this end - as with the Infinity Codes
there is only really 'fractal time'.
*Last note: in addition this information allows one to
know exactly the changes of Earths position in
relation to the Cosmos, and puts us in touch with the
nature of the greater Galaxy & Universe we live in ;-)
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This graphic highlights to the greatest degree the exactness of Star wisdom of the Mayas, pinpointing the precise timing of the beginning of the last
Long count in 3114BC, with the Aldebaran / Antares axis being in alignment with the Equinox axis upon earth. This very closely matches up with
the Kali Yuga beginning in 3102BC ( see next page )
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This comparison shows the Sky map in both Star calc and the program Stellarium ( on a NEW MOON )
All 7 Visible "Planets" (5 planets + sun + moon) within 40 degree area ( Pisces constellation lasts 38 days )

Based on the sacred number 108 cosmology, the lengths of the Yuga's are as follows:
Kali =108 + 1,080 + 108 = 1,296 years
Dwapara = 216 + 2160 + 216 = 2,592 years
Treta = 324 + 3240 + 324 = 3,888 years
Satya = 432 + 4320 + 432 = 5,184 years
Total = 12,960 (x2 "for upward and downward cycles") = 25,920 years for the same geometric length of precession as is generally quoted
* 3102 BC + descending Kali Yuga (1,296 years) and ascending Kali Yuga (1,296 years) = 510 BC * ( Buddha was born 563 BC ) at end of Kali Yuga's *
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The axis of cosmic time
(Antares + Aldebaran)

In addition to this, there are 2 schools of
thought in regard to the size of each
constellation and how many days they last the traditional version is:
12 signs of 30 degrees = 360
( 365.242 / 12 = 30.437 days each )
However in reality the size and length of
each zodiacal sign is actually of a different
length, and in order to be accurate with my
calculations I decided to work with this
zodiac instead - made of:
13 signs of different lengths
( see next graphic )

note: Scorpio is the tiny segment between
Libra and Ophiuchus and lasts only 7 days

particular close attention to as they also
happened to be very close to 1/4 year apart.
They are the stars you can see in the
previous graphic on the outer circle:

Fomalhaut, Aldebaran, Regulus and Antares.

In the Persian tradition they are known as
the 4 Royal stars.
In my investigations of the intricacies of the
the Mayan long count, I found that 2 of
these stars were aligned to the Spring and
Autumn equinox in 3114bc - Aldebaran and
Antares. During the same time period the
Kali yuga also began (3102bc) and being
only 12 years apart from the beginning of
the Mayan long count, were also
acknowledging the alignment of Aldebaran
and Antares, and therefore this pin points
that era as most certainly being a powerful
time cosmically speaking.

For the ancient cultures of our world the
stars were their way of connecting up with
the heavens and they aligned their temples
and pyramids to particular stars in order to
align them with the archetypal energy the
star represented for them, but also so that
they could keep track of cosmic time.
Every one of these cultures had their own
myth / story which they externalized onto
the stars in the form of zodiacs, some being
of 13 signs (Mayans, Druids) or 12 (Greeks,
Egyptians). Today the traditional zodiac is
usually in the form of a 12 sign zodiac, and
the 13 sign zodiac is more rarely used.
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*Graphic rooted to Galactic center*

Within these constellations are a group of 4
bright stars, that our ancestors paid
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Graphic of number of days between
alignments of the Sun with the 4 Royal stars
in 3114bc

year) is measured by the difference between
the seasonal year and zodiacal year
(365.256 days - also known as sidereal year)

Adding the days between Aldebaran and
Antares, via Regulus and Fomalhaut, the
total days are:

The zodiacal year is slightly longer than the
seasonal year as after 1 year the Sun has
moved along its orbit around the Galactic
center, and therefore the Earth has to travel
further around the Sun to reach the same
alignment again. The time difference is:

Aldebaran - Antares (via Regulus)
= 83 + 99 = 182 days
Aldebaran - Antares (via Fomalhaut )
= 90 + 93 = 183 days
365.242 / 2 =182.62 days = 1/2 year
These totals equal almost exactly half a year
and it is for this reason that out of the 4
royal stars, that Aldebaran and Antares were
chosen to keep track of cosmic time. I like to
call this alignment the Aldebaran / Antares
axis and it is from studying these alignments
further that I have come to the conclusions
that I present here.

Fitting it all together as the larger fractal
pattern
In general the time it takes for the Sun to
align with a Star and then realign with that
Star again on the same day of the seasonal
year (365.242 days - also known as tropical
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365.256 - 365.242 = 0.014 days (or approx
20 mins per year)
By dividing this number into the 2 year
lengths we can find the time it takes for the
cycles of the seasonal and zodiacal year to
resynchronize.
365.256472 / 0.014 = 26,000 whole years
365.242424 / 0.014 = 26,000 whole years
Therefore after roughly 26,000 years the
Earth in relation to the Sun and Stars
completes 1 cosmic cycle. This cycle is
known today as the cycle of precession, and
there are many different opinions on its
exact length. In ancient times it was known
by many names - the Great cycle, the
Platonic year, or cycle of the 13 / 12 ages
depending on which zodiac your using.

graphic of 13 / 12 sign zodiac
In order to know how long it takes for a star
to shift 1 day in its alignment with the Sun
and Earth, an approx average can be found
by doing this calculation:
26000 / 365.2424 = 71.19 years
(rounded to 2 decimals)
So far these calculations have been
approximations, and generally these figures
are always shown as being such. However I
wasn't satisfied with the lack of accuracy in
these calculations and felt that with the help
of the ancient Mayans and utilizing the
StarCalc program I could find a more exact
number to work with.
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Below you can see the sky at midday on the
days in 3114bc and 2012ad, when
Aldebaran (upper pair of graphics) and
Antares (lower pair of graphics) are aligned
with the Sun perpendicular to the ecliptic
and celestial sphere (right ascension)
combined.

alignment in the sky, not the actual
alignment).

understandable due to the distances of the
2 Stars.

The days on which the alignments above
occur are as follows:

Aldebaran is 68 light years away (therefore
closer - and the effects of its orbit more
visible)

(upper left) Aldebaran in 3114bc
= 21 Mar (Gre.) or 16 Apr (Jul.)
(upper right) Aldebaran in 2012ad = 31 May (Gre.)

Antares is 325 light years away (therefore
distant - and the effects of its orbit less
visible) * 5x further away than Aldebaran

&
(lower left) Antares in 3114bc
= 19 Sep (Gre.) or 15 Oct (Jul.)
(lower right) Antares in 2012ad = 30 Nov (Gre.)

alignments of Aldebaran and Sun

From this data it is possible to calculate the
total number of days shifted from 3114bc 2012ad:
Aldebaran = days between 21 Mar & 31 May

= 71 days
Antares = days between 19 Sep & 30 Nov

alignments of Antares and Sun

= 72 days

Due to the curvature of space the angle of
the alignment between the stars in the left
and right graphic differ, as it depends on
distance to the ecliptic and the angle at
which the Earth is spinning. Though the
Earth spin aspect doesn't change the
position of the Star in relation to the Sun, as
it is only the Earth in this respect which spins
at a different angle (so the Earth's angle only
effects our view of how we see the

At first I wondered why there were 2
answers (71 and 72 days), but after more
investigations I found that, because of
something that been termed "longitudinal
displacement" (see next graphic), and the
effect of the position of the Perihelion and
Aphelion on the length of the seasons, that
Aldebaran had actually changed position in
the galaxy and Antares had not. This is also
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graphic link: tenspheres.com
To confirm these figures again I have made
further graphics to display the changes in
position of all 4 of the Royal Stars relative to
the 4 seasons of the year, and included the
alignment of the Sun when its crosses the
Galactic Equator (G.E.) close to the Galactic
center, for further proof that the ancient
Mayans knew far far more about celestial
mechanics than most researchers believe
today. {see below}
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Note: overall changes between 3114bc and
2012ad are,
*decrease of length of time between
Fomalhaut and Aldebaran from 90 to 89
days
*increase in length of time between Regulus
and Antares from 99 to 100 days
*constant of 21 days remains between
Antares and G.E. point.

Graphic - position of Stars and size of
seasons in 3114bc

Graphics of sky at midday on days when the
Sun crosses Galactic Equator
(left) = 3114bc - - - (right) = 2012ad

The days on which the alignments above
occur are as follows:
(left) G.E. in 3114bc = 10 Oct (Gre.) { 05 Nov (Jul.) }
(right) G.E. in 2012ad = 21 Dec (Gre.)

Graphic - position of Stars and size of
seasons in 2012ad

From this data it is possible to calculate the
total number of days shifted from 3114bc 2012ad:

Image - shows the position of Galactic center
between, Arrow of Sagittarius, Tail of Scorpio & Foot
of Ophiuchus

Note: both the equation for G.E. and
Antares give this answer of 72 days, and
they remain being 21 days apart when
aligned with the Sun over the cycle of the
Mayan Long count.

G.E. = days between 10 Oct & 21 Dec = 72 days
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Consider also the fact that they don't move
much in the heavens (indeed the Galactic
center doesn't move at all), and it can be
understood clearly why they were chosen
for measuring periods of cosmic time.

Conclusion - the genius of the Mayans
(advanced time science)
How did they know all of this advanced
knowledge of the great cycles of time? From
these alignments it cannot be ignored that
the ancient Mayans pin pointed precisely
from the beginning until the completion of
the Long count keys alignments, and
considering I can only work this out using a
program called StarCalc, how did they know
the same information, as you cant see a Star
when its aligned with the Sun, its too bright.
( did they use perhaps a form of reversed astronomy
basing their Day-time alignments on their calculations
of previous Night-time alignments ? )

*They aligned the beginning of the Long
count in the time frame when at the Spring
equinox 3114bc, Aldebaran and Sun aligned
perpendicular to the ecliptic.
*and also aligned it at Autumn equinox
3114bc, when Antares and Sun aligned
perpendicular to the ecliptic.
*In addition they aligned the completion of
the Long count in the time frame when at
80

Winter solstice 2012ad, the Sun crosses the
Galactic Equator.
*The beginning was aligned to the
Fibonacci sequence dates previously shown
in this book, a number sequence that wasn't
recorded as being discovered until Leonardo
Fibonacci in (1170-1250AD)...

*Another peculiar occurrence I found out while
investigating how the 33 year Diamond matrix
interacted with Long count, was that the full 5
Long counts that encapsulate 25,627 whole
years equate very closely to 777 x 33 = 24,641
years.

With all this data and figures backed up by
modern calculations, based on the
beginning and completion of the Mayan
Long count it is clear that both schools of
thought (ancient & modern) were as
accurate as each other, and in fact as we
can see they come up with same answers.
Therefore since the Stars have precessed by
72 days over 5125.363 years (length of 1
Mayan long count):
5125.363 / 72 = 71.19
(rounded to 2 decimals)
71.19 x 365.2424 = 26,000 years
* Basing it on whole (rounded) number years:
71 x 365.2424 = 25,932 years
* 71 years (per 1 day of change)
Whereas the standard geometric value is:
72 x 360 = 25,920 years
* 72 years (per 1 degree of change)
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I.e. the year the fixed Tropical Zodiac that always starts at 0 deg Aries at Spring Equinox was "set in stone"
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Chapter 8
The 19,000 years of Peace (templates)
EARTH-REBIRTH-SACRED ! ~ EQUINOX-SOLAR_ECLIPSE ! {20-mar-2015} * book launch *

This is a ZeroPoint Gnosis of the interconnected wisdoms of our global ancient traditions, and alchemically brings them into unified divine
alignment with each other. As we complete a 372 year time-spiral, we also enter a leap time-spiral of 391 years...
{2015 to 2406}... of the Planetary Butterfly ! time to spread your wings beloved kin of the rainbow earth tribes !
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Chapter 8
The 19,000 years of Peace (templates)
from Chrysalis to Butterfly...

To enable those who have studied the Long
Count to connect with this new and yet
ageless and timeless wisdom, this chapter
will synchronize the pattern of the Time
Lines with the Long Count and will pioneer
how the mutual sharing of wisdom and
knowledge can produce greater and greater
revelations of fractal time across our
planetary traditions.

In the table, via link below, you can find the
details of all the years at which the Time
Lines cross, which are years in which there is
a Total/Annular solar eclipse at the Spring
equinox within a (+1/-1 day) fluctuation.
Website link for Table > long-count-and-time-lines

The calculations in the table include:
*The exact lengths of the seasons (plus whole day
measurement)
*Julian day number of Spring equinox at which the
Time-line / Time-spiral starts
*Total days between the alignments of
Total/Annular solar eclipse at the Spring equinox

Long Count and Time Lines

*The exact average year length of each Time-line /
Time-spiral

The current Mayan Long Count completed
on 21.12.2012, and signalled, by its
alignment with Galactic center at Winter
Solstice, the entrance portal of the
resurrection of Galactic culture on Earth.

*The result is either 135870 or 142810 days
(rounded to whole days), these are the 2
length that the Time-line / Time-spiral last

As a metaphor for this is the process the
cocoon or chrysalis can be seen as the
previous Long count (3114bc to 2012ad),
the "historical process",...

*(web page: 372-391-timelines )

*Between Time-line / Time-spiral of 2434 BC
and 2499 BC, and also Time-line / Time-spiral
of 945 AD and 899 AD, the threads woven
by the Celestial Dna Time Spiral crossover for
65 and 46 years respectively...

The 3 years from 2012ad to 2015 as the
Butterfly breaking through, what I termed

the "Time Frequency Transfer"

...and spreading its wings... the years 20152406 the next Time-spiral...
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(see this page: celestial-dna-time-spiral )

The Long Count last renewed in 3114 BC (3113) and did so again in 2012 AD, a time
experiment of 5125 years and 132 days.

Time-lines / Time-spirals ~ throughout the
last Long Count (see next page)
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2,675 year snap shot view of mammoth sized spreadsheet (Full spreadsheet covers 20,000 years)
* each horizontal row spans a 19 year Flower *

* each vertical column spans a Time-line / Time-spiral *

Key to understanding Time-lines / Time-spirals, Yellow highlights Total Solar Eclipses on Spring Equinox (every 372 or 391 years)
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Timelines of N.T.F.M.
The 2 timeline lengths of 372 years & 391
years in the N.T.F.M. are made up of a fractal
sub-cycle lasting 62 years. This was
developed from research regarding 33 year
Diamond matrix ~ see this page for more
info: 33-year-diamond

Within the timeline of 372 years there are:

Within the timeline of 391 years there are:

6 x 62 year fractal sub-cycle = 372

( 6 x 62 year fractal sub-cycle ) + 19 = 391

{ 372 = 3 + 7 + 2 = 12 }

~ 12:13 ratio ~

{ 391 = 3 + 9 + 1 = 13 }

* in terms of 19 year cycles = 19 x 19 (+11
*crossover) = 372

* in terms of 19 year cycles = 19 x 19 (+19
(+11 *crossover) = 391

See this link for relationship to fractal ratio
12:13 to the lunations within the 19 year
cycles...

~ Further information on specifics of the
timeline formulas see next page ~

Same rules/ratios, different fractal layer...

The following pages show the equations for
the time-line / time spirals of 372 / 391

Above is the 62 year fractal sub-cycle and
within it are:
15 leap-day cycles +2 years
~ (15 x 4) + 2 = 62
This can also be understood as 15 leap-years
and 47 regular years ~ 15 + 47 = 62
This produces a ratio of 15/62 = 0.242... days
extra per year as standard, though over time
there are occasional adjustments required,
allowing for the occurance of fluctuations in
Earth and Lunar orbits.

= Cosmic time/space tapestry !
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~ 372 year timeline ~

~ these 2 types of eclipses can only occur when the
Moon completes 2 of these cycles simultaneously ~
~ the Synodic & Draconic lunar cycles ~
short version = 283 : 89

142810 / 5227 = 27.3216... ( sidereal/tropical cycle )
142810 / 5248 = 27.2123... ( draconic lunar cycle )
~ confirmed from the reoccurrence of a
Total/Annular solar eclipse at Spring equinox ! ~

total = 135869 days (-1 day)

~ these 2 types of eclipses can only occur when the
Moon completes 2 of these cycles simultaneously ~

average year = 365.239247... days

~ the Synodic & Draconic lunar cycles ~

long version = 281 : 91

short version = 297 : 94

total = 135871 days (+1 day)

total = 142809 days (-1 day)

average year = 365.244623... days

average year = 365.240409... days
long version = 295 : 96

regular version = 282 : 90

( 372 + 19 at the center = 391 )

total = 142811 days (+1 day)
average year = 365.245524... days

282 x 365 = 102930 days
90 x 366 (leap years) = 32940 days

~ 391 year timeline ~

total = 135870 days

regular version = 296 : 95

( 135870 / 372 )

296 x 365 = 108040 days

average year = 365.241935... days

95 x 366 (leap years) = 34770 days

~ exact lunar cycles within 372 year timeline ~

total = 142810 days

135870 / 4601 = 29.5305... ( synodic lunar cycle )

( 142810 / 391 )

135870 / 4973 = 27.3215... ( sidereal/tropical cycle )

average year = 365.242966... days

135870 / 4993 = 27.2121... ( draconic lunar cycle )

~ exact lunar cycles within 391 year timeline ~

~ confirmed from the reoccurrence of a
Total/Annular solar eclipse at Spring equinox ! ~

142810 / 4836 = 29.5306... ( synodic lunar cycle )
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Celestial Dna Time Spiral snap shot of 7,500 years of 20,000 years map (click her for the Full map)
Graphic version of previous spreadsheet template
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Celestial Dna - Time Spiral

Next 3 occur in these three years at Spring
Equinox:

Mapped over 20,000 years !!

2015 - 2034 ( - 0.1 ) - 2053

in either 372 or 391 year time line / spirals
(a total of 52 ~ in the ratio of 19:33)

Last 3 occurred in these three years at
Spring Equinox:

Self Similarity Across Scale

1643 - 1662 ( - 0.3 ) - 1681

~ the Law of the Fractal proven true !

For a more detailed page on the specifics of
these alignments within the Mayan Long
Count 3114 BC - 2012 AD, and for a greater
understanding of how both these systems of
time weave together through Natural time
harmonics ~
See this page: long-count-and-time-lines

META 33 (diamond matrix leap days)
Octa-Merkabah (1:8:24)

* Hidden within the Celestial DNA Time
Spiral, I found what would be the gift of
completing this research, a gift I am truly
honour to be sharing with you now
the combined Mayan and Egyptian CODE !

~ as evident through this research now
shown here fully confirms this theory as no
longer theory !
The massive chart shows the fluctuation to
within +/- 1.3 days from the Spring Equinox
META 19 (flower of life in time)
Cube-Dodecahedron (1:6:12)
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of the middle year in a reoccurring triple
Eclipse pattern (19 years apart).
Central axis = exact alignment of Eclipse on
Equinox !

The timeline/spirals of 372 / 391 years
When computed in {4x} combinations
create 1461 / 1507 year cycles, the leap day
cycles which I described at the beginning of
the book, I was truly astonished to find
them. How ancient is therefore this timing
system ?
*Therefore* they both had a planetary knowledge as
advanced as our modern day computer data version !
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* the further back in time the study data goes the more accurate the numbers 1461 & 1507 become * nowadays = 1507 {+19 +19}
372 + 372 + 372 + 391 = 1,507 ( where 391 can be fractally understood as a leap Time-line / spiral ! ( with + 19 years )
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The 19,000 Years of Peace (templates) continued...

original slide from Natural Time presentations ( how it all began )
* slide example from year 2000 *
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prototype template of new interactive website ( an Android app would also be interesting project ! )
under construction :-) how shall it evolve, as the planetary butterfly is reborn ! over the 19 years ? :-)
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Afterword

Time is indeed of the essence ( but only in a

world caught in the illusion of linear time,
would there be such a rush to fix something
that is so apparent as aligning to natural
time, and valuing ecological principles over
economic profits )
Yet the time is fast approaching when the
rivers and oceans, the very air we breath,
and environment we live in reach their toxic
limit.
On a metaphorical level it can be plainly
seen that not aligning with a naturally based
timing system has led to a planetary society
that puts profit before people, profit before
planet, and we pay the price...
so instead I would say

Time is the essence !
i.e. without correctly living in naturally based
time, we are living in a broken system that
requires constant fixing
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Appendices:
Traditions that use the 19 year cycle
(calendars)
Examples of ancient cultures using a 19 year
cycle ( with no mention of flower of life
geometry ):
Babylonian ( 19 years of 12 moons, plus 7
moons, 6x Adaru, 1x Ululu )
Bahai ( 19 years made up of 19x19 days,
plus 4 or 5 extra days )
Byzantine ( Easter computus = 19 year cycle,
19x12 +7 = 235 moons )
Chinese ( 19 year cycle, 12x12 moons +
7x13 moons )
Christian ( Easter computus = 19 year cycle,
19x12 +7 = 235 moons )

Triple Chi Rho
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Greek ( 19 year cycle is known as the
Metonic cycle, after Meton 432bc )

Antikythera Device

Hebrew ( 19 years of 12 moons, plus 7
moons, Adar 1 & Adar II )

" The upper back dial is in the form of a spiral,
with 47 divisions per turn, displaying the 235
months of the 19 year Metonic cycle. This cycle is
important in fixing calendars."

Macedonian ( 19 years of 12 moons, with 7
intercalary moons )

Buddhist calendar

Mayan ( difference between inscriptions
marking 6940 days, 19 years )
"Evidence for the metonic cycle on Copa´n Stela
A is associated with a text naming the Sun God
(T1010) and the Moon Goddess (C7–D7; Pl. 20).
Pairing their names in this fashion recalls
couplets in the Chilam Balam of Tizimin that say
k’inil-uil, meaning ‘‘the period of the sun, the
period of the moon’’ (Edmonson 1982b:264 n.
10). As noted in Chapter 1, the contemporary
Maya often pair the sun and the moon. On Stela
A the pairing seems to refer to the sun and the
full moon, for the Initial Series date of 9.14.19.8.0
12 Ahau 18 Cumku (1/28/731) falls on the full
moon, and it is followed by the date 4 Ahau 18
Muan (9.14.19.5.0; 11/29/730), also the day of
the full moon (a date recorded on Stela H). The
Calendar Round 4 Ahau 18 Muan at E2–F2 may
refer to the metonic cycle, because it is 9.15.0
days (6,940 days) after the Katun ending
9.14.0.0.0 6 Ahau (a date not given in the text).
As Heinrich Berlin (1977: 75 –76) notes, this
interval gives a value close to the solar year
(365.263 days) and the lunar month (29.532
days)." p117 "Star Gods"

Norse ( 19 year cycle, using younger Futhark
of 16 runes, plus 3 more )

" seven extra months of 30 days are inserted in
every 19 years (21 months in 57 years)"

Hindu calendar
" A lunar month has 29 or 30 days (according to the
movement of the moon)."
" Extra Month, or adhika māsa (māsa = lunar month in
this context) falls every 32.5 months."
235 - 7 (extra months per 19 years) = 228
228 / 7 = 32.6 months

Druid calendar
19 year cycle of Initiation...
The Sequani Calendar
" based on a 19 year cycle or the Metonic cycle"
" alternate between 30 and 29"

Islamic calendar
(19x354 + 11x355) / 30 year cycle * confusion *

Yet Quran full of 19 code...
mother-tynetta-muhammad-and-the-19-code
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Appendices:
Flowers of Life Around The Planet
•
•

Assyrians ( Palace of King
Ashurbanipal )
Fu Dog ( Jing'An Temple & Imperial
Palace )

•
•
•
•
•
•
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•

Jewish painting ( with Hebrew
inscription )

•

Sarcophagus ( ancient Smyrna, Izmir,
Turkey )

•

Archaeological site (Ephesus, Turkey )

•

Buddhist temple ( Pitalkhora, India )
Floor ruins ( Kabile near Jambol,
Bulgaria )
Ivory plaque (Iraq museum, Baghdad)
Temple entrance ( Hampi & Ajanta,
India )
Israel ( Palace of Herod the great )
Nimrod ( Iraq museum, Baghdad )

•

Erbanno ( Darfo Boario Terme, Italy )

•

Templar Tombstone, ( St Magnus
Cathedral )

•

Golden Goblet (Louvre museum,
Marlik, Iran )

•

Idalion Cup (Louvre museum, Cyprus)

•

Wooden Box ( New York museum,
Thebes, Egypt )

Marble Floor (Sikh temple, India )

•

Mosaics ( Besancon museum, France )

•

Assyrian stone carpet ( Flower of life
theme )

•

Rosettes ( Istanbul museum, Mycenae,
Greece )

•

Castle ceiling ( Weistra, Austria )

•

Mosaics ( Seville museum, Spain )

•

Greek vase ( Salamis, Greece )

•

Mosaics ( Roman Agora, Kourion in
Cyprus )

•

Mosaics ( City of Charity, Caminreal,
Spain )

•

Roman temple ruins (Cordoba, Spain )

•

Silver Beaker (Swedish museum, Iran )

•

Mystic shirts ( Topkape's Palace,
Istanbul )

•

Temple wall ( Osirion, Abydos, Egypt )

•

Mosiac floor (Yambol, Kabile,
Bulgaria)

•

Glass pavement (Westminster Abbey,
gothic church )

+ Leonardo Da Vinci manuscript
+ Crop circles

Links
The geometry of ‘complete wisdom’
Artifacts of the Flower of Life
Seed of Life Institute
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References
Synopsis
Nothing in this book is true
but its exactly how things are
by Bob Frissell

The Ancient Secret
of the Flower of Life
- volume 1 & 2
by Drunvalo Melchizedek

Chapter 1 :
"Planet Earth valued at $4,800 trillion"
(by astrophysicist Greg Laughlin)
Secret City ~ interview with the filmmakers
"A film about the City of London, the
Corporation that runs it, and its role in the
economic crisis"

*atomic-force-microscope-measuresstrength-of-chemical-bonds/
*researchers-model-key-breaking-pointinvolved-traumatic-brain-injury
*Sir Roger Penrose and Stuart Hameroff
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- a new and independent monetary and
banking system owned and controlled by its
users/members.
The Lawful Bank - Our Sovereign Right homepage
--Anonymous - Free Energy Disclosure Appeal

---

Infinite Energy - the new power source for
next 26,000 year cycle starting 21.12.2012

"You've probably heard the idea that money
is power. If that's true, then imagine how
much power you'd have, if you could create
money."
Positive Money - homepage

Links:

‘The Alternative Monetary System’ (TAMS)

Secret City the Film - homepage

Power of Banks vs Democracy
The Mayan Factor
by Jose Arguelles

---

--97% Owned - Positive Money Cut

Anonymous - homepage
--Four Horsemen
Four Horsemen is the debut feature from
director Ross Ashcroft which reveals the
fundamental flaws in the economic system
which have brought our civilization to the
brink of disaster.

"This documentary shows the root of the
current economic crisis, analysing the
performance of the private banks and the
way they generate profits" The Prisma

Four Horsemen - website

Queue Politely - homepage

The Call of Pacal Votan ( Jose Argulles )

Chapter 2 :
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Chapter 3 :

The Wizard's Count and the Triumph of the
Synchronic Order
Lawoftime.org - Rinri Newsletter's
Error in Statement of Tropical Year
Leap Year in Other Calendars

Ormungandr Melchizedek:
The Runes - born of the Flower of Life

Chapter 5 :

Sacred Geometry 1

TESLA 'HARNESSES' COSMIC ENERGY

Sacred Geometry 2

Philadelphia Public Ledger, November 2, 1933

Chapter 4 :

"Inventor Announces Discovery of Power to
Displace Fuel in Driving Machinery - Calls
Sun Main Source

The Stones of Time
by Martin Brennan

The Celtic Druids Year
by John King

see also this link > sundial at the Sanctuary
circle - David Furlong
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19.5 Degrees throughout the solar system

A principle by which power for driving the
machinery of the world may be derived from
the cosmic energy which operates the
universe, has been discovered by Nikola
Tesla, noted physicist and inventor of
scientific devices, he announced today.
This principle, which taps a source of power
described as "everywhere present in
unlimited quantities" and which may be
transmitted by wire or wireless from central
plants to any part of the globe, will eliminate
the need of coal, oil, gas or any other of the
common fuels, he said.

Dr. Tesla in a statement today at his hotel
indicated the time was not far distant when
the principle would be ready for practical
commercial development.
Asked whether the sudden introduction of
his principle would upset the present
economic system, Dr. Tesla replied, "It is
badly upset already." He added that now as
never before was the time ripe for the
development of new resources. While in its
present form the theory calls for the
development of the energy in central plants
requiring vast machinery, Dr. Tesla said he
might be able to work out a plan for its use
by individuals.
The central source of cosmic energy for the
earth is the sun, Dr. Tesla said, but "night will
not interrupt the flow of the new power
supply."
--David Icke "OBLIVION"
time index = 03:08:33
in 1933...
Pyramid & all seeing eye put on dollar bill...
Roosevelt came to power...
Hitler came to power...
Rothschild funded both "sides".
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Chapter 6 :

Chapter 7 :

Wikipedia links:
precession of rotational axis Apsidal_precession
precession of the equinox Axial_precession
more larger cycles Milankovitch_cycles

third-eye-of-horus

394-mayan-baktun

{see video links below}
Earth Is Not Orbiting The Sun its a SPIRAL !

ancient-cosmology

Conspiracy of Science - Earth is in fact growing

ancient-wisdom.co.uk
Station-Stones-of-Stonehenge
Great Pyramid, see website.
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planetary time records:- average-over-20000-years

graphic of 13 / 12 sign zodiac

average = 365.2424...

graphic link: tenspheres.com
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Chapter 8 :
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About Me
Raah Psirus Heimdall Kaborn
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From Death to Life (age 12/13 to age 34/35) - kin 195 cosmic eagle / 10 ahau

CV of Raah Psirus (a metaphor of living the codes) each tribe being a key event /
experience / energy work / practice
→ world bridger → near death experience
→ hand → reiki healing teachings
→ star → pleiadian lightwork meditations ( "Ra Ah Sirius" )
→ moon → 13 moons of peace
→ dog → healing sounds of the heart
→ monkey → magic spiral journey of the mayan monkey tail
→ human → on the path / finding the one feather ( "Hun Kuk'um" )
→ sky walker → dancing with the tribes boom !
→ wizard → unique gifts, shaman digging deep within
→ eagle → allows the vision to form / visual gnosis
→ warrior → activist defender of rights / banner of peace
→ earth → permaculture garden planet, design course
→ mirror → paradox of ecological and economical values
→ storm → catalyst of new energy systems / zero point
→ sun → beaming solar energy / enlightenments
→ dragon → birthing Infinity-Codes.net { natural time fractal matrix = N.T~F.M }
→ wind → communications from the ancestors / breathe
→ night → cycle complete / rest & remember thy truest dream
→ seed → all that has come before / and is now / all rolled into one
→ serpent → kundalini light beings / a planetary awakening … ( Heimdall KA-born )

... and now who shall you / I / we / all become ? ~ In lak'ech Ah lak'in
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13 Dimensional Cosmology based on Dreamspell fractal time/space (13 tones)
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Website ( background image contains 19 x 1000 = 19,000 years of "Flowers of Life in Time" )
www.infinity-codes.net
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Zodiac of Ra:ah (sun:moon) >> infinity-codes - zodiac-of-raah

based on geometric progression (13 stages) and anchored at galactic center.
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Completion
Weaving together the ancient Mysteries
The camel carries a great burden indeed
but the thread is strong and true ~
Only the gap in our consciousness
remains narrow ~
Though through the reflections
upon these codes of time and space
that gap widens anew~
While deepening ~ at the same time ~ synchronously
As we see into Solar and Galactic realms
( as above )
and also the Earth and Lunar realms.
( so below )
Our place between them
bridging the visible and invisible
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The past and future becomes one ~
and as they spiral into each other
from this place called NOW ~ it is and ever shall be...
Here and Now is where we pick up the thread to weave
the only real time, Yet contains them all
where we find all potentialities ~
As we grasp for it
it ceases being infinite
and becomes a singular choice ~ a decision ~ finite
The act of creation taking place
in front of our 2 eyes ~
We are given the gift to see all of Infinity
and with it comes the responsibility
to choose good.
That which serves life energy
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supports the collective ~ all that is
and as we are greater than
the sum of our parts
together we are indeed stronger ~ as it could be
but only with strong foundations
we the people are this root and should be Free !
The root being 4 edges, at the base of the pyramid
as it sits upon the Earth in tranquillity
Holding in place the circle and cross
of the natural 4 directions
Earth Water Fire Air
( ashes to ashes - dust to dust / spirit to spirit - soul to Soul )
Together within the great aether ~ at pyramids peak...
this can also be ~ found deep within ~ the heart <3
As we are made of the same star dust
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that is created in stars ( & supernovae ! )
formed themselves away in distant nebulas ~
Giving birth once more to the particles of life ~
A continuous recycling ~ recreation ~ renewal
Holding us in the embrace of
the Great mother universe !
As she dreams us we dream her
our
consciousness
awakens !
In lak'ech Ah lak'in ~ Namaste ~ OM !
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